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In compiling and writing this dictionary the needs of the

hlsh school student and teacher interested in mathematics have
~

been kept oonetantly in mind.

·

The mathematics

ot the h1gb school

ia perhaps the simplest of its kind and yet very few textbooks
oaretully define all technical terms as they are introduced.

The

(
~

.:/ thought~

.

b~t

student

m~

.

turn to an abrldged or unabridged d1ct1onaff

will find 1n moat caeea that the

~efinitiona

of the term.

are vague, often misleading, and in some caaea not given;
•It ia tmportant that the high school student
~tand

e~ould

under-

that mathematics is not the science of that which ie abw

solutely true but a soienoe of 'neceseary concluaionatj that all·
mathematical deductions are of the character'if this• then that•.
This tmpliea that there must be assumptions whio.h are not proved

~

that in order to make a beginning there must be a .number of unproved propositions and undefined elements.

One starts with certain

raw material and with certain tools and prooeeda to erect a struct•
ure.

These initially assumed elements are the definitions. axioms•
1.
and postulates.•
For the high school student st•dying math-

ematioa it is desirable that the number of these initial element&
ahould be treated with reasonable brevity and clearness,
The words in the vocabulary have been arranged in alphabetical
order so that reference to any one of them might be made in a
convenient manner.
1

Profeseor Noble' a Syllabus, Elementary Geometry tor Advanced
Students. Course lOlt u.c.

11

PREFACE

Same or the· latest editions or mathematical books, as well
as the older ones, have been consulted in determing the most
concise, complete, and olear

definition~.

The ter.ma that are defined

&r; those which would

seem like-

11 to trouble the aTerage student atudyipg mathematics
in bigh
\
school tor who= the book la written.

l
A DICTIOH1\l:Y OF

ABACUS .

l~'1.'FlEif.ATICA L T 1~ID.IS

A ca.lculatin .. freme ·w ith sliding counter f'or computations.

ABDRIWAT ION,

A part oi' a vrord or phrase use d as a symbol for a

whole,

ADBREVI.A'l'IONS

•

oomp . : oompleJOOnt; con,

= construction;

cor. •

corE~.lle.;ry;

corr.

= cor-

respondine ; de£. : definition; ex. = exercise; ext. • eAterior; hom. :
homologousJ hy. : l'lYPotenuse; ltyp. • hypotl1esis; idon. • identityJ in·b. :

interior; isos, =· isosceles; rt. • right ; st. • straiGht; sub. : sub"
s tittrbion; . sup. : supplementary, or suppl ement.
ADEL, .(1802 .. 1 829) His invest igat ion~?, which oenter abotrb the
special class called elliptic f\mctions , e.dded much to the vast progross in the t heory of functions,
ABSCISSAS,

The distance of e.ny point from

th~

axis of ordinates,

measure d on e. line pe.r a lle1 to the axi s of e.bscissas . See Coordinntos,
.A.BSOLU'l'E 'l':mM,

A term that does not contain an unknown number,

ABS . LU'l'E VALliE ,

See Value,

•

~STRAC T l'M.IBl::H,

ACCEJ...BHATION'
at any instant t

1

See Number ,

The r ate of change of velocity with r espect to time
is called the a cce l e r ation e.t t , ,its va.lue at t,

is given by the derivative
ACUTE,

d.v ,

di,
Sharp at the end; pointed.

a right engle, as angle A;

R /s.. ,

ACUTE Al-'!GI.E •

ACU'l'E TRIANGLE.

An ongl e l ess the.n

A triangle uhose

angl es are all acu·te,
ACRE ,

A measure of land, e.nd may have any shape whatever; 160 s quare

rods , or 43,560 square feet ,

--------------- - - --

.·'
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ADDENDS .

The numbers to be added.

ADDI'l'IOU,
number or sum•

The process o£ uniting tvro or more numbers int o one
The sign for addition is-f (called "plus").

-.

FUlfDAl.'iENTAL l.J\.WS OF .ADDI'riON

The 'le.w of order

•

tive law), and the lavr of grouping (the
AFlPECTED•

M

1

(the oolllJlnlta-

sociative law),

( See Laws)

adfectedJ oon·caining different powers of the unknovm.

quantity.
Al•'F'EC'l'ED QUADH.ATIC gQUATlON

•

A quadratic equat ion that contains

both the fir st and second powers o£ the unloloym.
AGGREGAT ION'

nwn:ber~ .

A collection of particulru•sJ suggests the proce ss

of gathering, as vrell as ·che resulte

Si c;n;s

2!. Aggregation,

The

symbols or signs of aggr egation are the parenthesis ( ), the brace
\_ } , t he bracket [ ] , and the vinculum

, or bo.r.

They

are used to indicate that two or more parts of en expression are to
be taken as a vrhole.
AIDJES•

(About 1700 B.

c. )

He was en Egyptian and found t he areas

of o. circle by squaring eight ninths of the diameter, which is approximately the value of

ALGEBRA,

11

•

The mathematical art of reasoning about (quantitative)

relations by means of a

systen~tized

notation including letters end

other symbols; the anal ysis o£ equations.

ALGEBRJuC,

Of or pertaining to algebra.

(Algebr a ic addi tions,

al gebraic division, algebraic expression, algebraic fraction, algebraic function, algebraic notation,

al~o braic

number, e.l gebraic sol-

ution, algebraic subtraction, algebraic sunw, algebr a ic surd); see
nouns,

I
t
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ALTERnATE•

Forming or ha.ving on alternating seri es; noting two

non-a.dja.oent angles made by the orossing of two lines by a. third
.. ·
line, both angles being either int~rior or ~· exterior, and one being
on one side of the third line and the othor on the other side,
ALTERNATION•

The o.ot of alternating; when the means of o. prop•

ortion ore interchanged to form a new proportion.

'l'he :new proportion

is then said to be the ALTEHNATE of the or:Lginal proportion.

Alt. :

symbol.
AI..:riTUDE.

Extent or dista.noo upvra.rd; heights ele-vp.tion,

(alt...

itude of a. cone, altitude of a. cylinder, altitude of a parllelogroom,
a ltitude of a prism, altitude of a. prisma.toid, altitude of a pyramid,
~

altitude of

solid, altitude of a. t rapezoid, altit ude of a. triangle,

altitude of a. zone); see nouns.
AMBIGUOUS CASE
AlJOIDTT

•

•

(See Case.)

Tote.l sum.

In problems of interest, it is the

B\Jlll.

of

the pr incipal and the interest •
Al~.ALYS IS

• Algebraic reasoning , esp., a.s applied to e;eometr yJ e.lso

treatment by the calculus.
Al~GULAR A1~JYsrs •

( See Trigonometry.)

.AUALYTIC 1DETHOD OI•' PROOF
ANGLE ,

Symbol •

L

;

•

(See Proof)

a. figure formed by t vro lines or r ays

dro.vm. from the aeme point ; the space within lines (st raight or cur ..

ved) or p lanes so diverging.

The ha lf lines are o a.lle d the AlUJlS or

SIDES of the angle and the common point t he VERTEX of the angle.

The

BISECTOR of en angle is a. l ine through i ts vertex dividing it int o t-v1o
equal angl es.

To MEASUHE an a n gl e is to find how many times i t c ontains

4
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another angle chosen as o. unit.
and the radian.

COI~VEX

ANGLE or

The usual units of me asure are t he degr ees
REl~LEX

ANGLE

•

An engle greater than

a straight angle but l e ss t han two- straight angles or a perigon.

PLANE

,j

ANGIE

• An angle formed by two lines,

ENTRAUT ANGIE,

REl~UJX

ANGI.J.:)

•

BE-

The El.ngle of a oonoave poly• E

See oonve:x: ®g;l.e, RIGH'l' ANGLE,

An e.IlGle Vthos e aides are perpendioule.r e aoh
to eaoh;· it oQnt a.ins 90°.

S~IEN'l'

AJJGill

•

Ea.oh

·0

angle of a. convex polygon and is l e ss than a. straight angle.
AlWLE'

STRAIGHT

An angle .the.t is equal to tYio right englesJ hence it conto.ins 180°,

(Aoute ang le, dihedral angle, inscribed ang le, o1yl;use a ngle, polyhe dral
angle, spherical angle , trih~dra.l angl e , on d vertical dihedral angle) 1
see adjectives. (Angle of depre ssion, angle of elevation, angle of inolin~
ation, an gle of luna, e xterior ang le of polygon, angle of seot or, ext erior
Q.ll(;le of ·triangle); see houns •
AHGLES•

ADJACENT ANGLES.

Two

and one oommon side bet we en them.

angles that hav e a common vertex
If tvro lines are out by a trans-

versal the ang l e s b and d., a and o are called
ALTERNATE EXTERI OR ANGLES'

B

f1

The an gles g and

e, f and h are oalled ALTERNATE INTERIOR ANGLES

CONJUGATE ANGLES•

sum is equal to 360° •

Tvro en gles whose

COTEHJH NJU. ANGlES.

(._--:-~~~------ [)
~·

Angles which have the same terminal line , as 37 degrees, 397 degrees, and
757 degrees.

EQUAL ANGlES •

Angl e s which cah be m.a.de t o c oincide.

angles without the two lines A D and C D ar e EXTERIOR ANGLES.

The

··---- -

---.
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L a a.nd

EXTERIOR INTERIOR J\liGIES or CORltCSFONDDlG .ANGLES are the pairs

end L g,

L

the two lines (
Al.fGLES .

f,

L

f a.ndL.o,

L e, L g 1 _and

L h)

L e

L

Md

SUPPLEMilltlTAHY

to a. straight angle.

VER'l'ICAL

mo11. vertex

~d

ot

Those vrithin

are INTElU OH .PJ:WLES

See Corresponding angles of congruent figures.

See Vertioal angles.

d.

ANGLl~S·

HOMOLOGOUS

•

OPPOSITE ANGlES

•

Two ongles whose sum is equal

OPPOSU'E ANGLES

'l'wo angle s with

e~.

oom-

'

the sides of one the prplong;a.tione of the sides of t he other.

Thus in the figw·e angles 1 and 2 are vertical anglesJ
likewise angles 3 and 4 (Complementary angles, oblique
angleah see adjectives (Corresponding e.nglea of oongruen·c figures, faoe
angles of triangle, ang les of a spheriQal polygon, sum of tvro angles) J
see nouns.
AlWULAR ANALYSIS

.

.

See .Trigonometry

• A fixed sum of money thnt is pnyable onoe a yenr, or
ANNUITY
·,

at more frequent r egular intervals, under· certain statedcoonditions •

lj

.An ANNUITY CERTAIN is one payab le for a fixed number of yeo.rs.

...

A

DEFElillED A"lUWI'l'Y is one that does not be~in until after a certain number of years.
a person.

A LI FE AlllTIJITY is one payable during the lifetime of

A PERPETUAL AlHnJITY, or Perpetuity, is one that is to con-

tinue forev,er, as for instance, the rent of a free hold estate •
ANTECEDENT

•

The first term of a rntio •

•

ANTECEDENTS •
AlJTILOGA.RITHM.
ANTIPHON.

They are the first and third terms of a proportion.
The number corresponding t o a logarithm.

(429-348 B.

c. )

He introduced the process of exhaustion

f or the purpose of s olving the problem of the quadrature.

6
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APOTHEM:.

A perpendicular from the center of a regular polygon

to one of its sides •

The. APO'l'IlEl.1 Oli' A HEGULA.H POLYGON is the radius

of the inscribed ci:fcle.
APOLLO~rrus.

(260 - 200 n. c. ) His genius nearly equo.lled tho.t

c£ his great predecessor, Archimedes.
11

Con:to ·Seot:lons 11 brought him the tHle of the

ARC.

ARC•

Mh.JOR .ARC.

Gro~t
~

Geomoter. 11

o1role.

liJl a.ro greatel;' tho.n a semicircle.

JUlC ·DEGREE.
1IIUOH

An a.ro less than s..,..emi... oirole.

ARCJIU\EDES

.

11

Any portion of tho circumference of

See Degree.

,.•1

The brilliancy of hie books on

(28'1 - 212 B,

c. )

The greatest oontributer to solid

geometry was this frunous mathemat ioio.n e.nd physicist of Syracus • . At
the tin1e of his death, the plane and solid geometry, a.s given in our
high school texts, was almos'!- completed.

Books. on "Centres of Plane

Gravlties", the ''Sphere" and "Cylinder," the "Measurement of the Circle,"
on

11

Conoids 11 and "Spheroids", on "Spiral a"·, eto., are contributed to

him.
ARCIIT£AS (428 - 347) B,

c. )

He was known as a gr eat ste.tesman and

general and .was the only great geometer among the Greeks when Plato
opened his school.

The corollary "The Altitude on the h;,:potenuse of a

right triangle is the mean proportional betvreen the s egments of the
hypotenuse 11 vms lmown by him.
ARCSe

CONJUGATE ARCS are two arcs vrhose sum is a circumference.

AREA:

The amount of surface (plene or ourved) 1 as vtithin the

•

lines of a geometrical figure .

(Are a of circle, area of a s~are,

area of a. rectgngle, area of a circle , area of a trape zoid, exea of
a trio.ngl e , _a.rea · of a surface ); see nouns.

LATERAL AI~•

See Lateral.

, . A DICTIONARY OF MATHEMATICAL TERMS

\

ARISTOTLE,

c. ) He

(384 .. 322 B.

the science ot logic.

developed and organi'-ed

Though not a protessed mathematician; he

promoted the science ot geometry by improving some ot the most
'

.-

d1tticult definitions.
The art ot computation with t i guros; tbs science

ARITHMETIC.

ot numbers,
ARITHMETICAL.

Ot or pertaining to arithmet ic.

(Arithmetical

Jlleans• arithmetical number, Bl'i thmetical progrees ion, arithmetical
eurd); see nouns,

ARMS OF AN ANGLE,

•,

See Ansle,

ARRANGED, Placed in

ord~r.

A polynomial 1a said to be arranged

according to .the descending powers ot a certain letter when the ex•
ponents ot that letter in successiTe

terms

decrease trom lett to

right.

ARRANGEMENT,

Something correlated in a particular way; any

com~

bination ot parts,
ASCENDING,

-~

Rising; tending upward; (Ascending Powers); see

Powers.
ASSOCIATIVE •. Pertaining to the act ot being uni ted•
ASSOCIATIVE LAW,

See Law,

ASSOCIATIVE LAW OF MULTIPLICATION,
ASSUMPTION.

See

Mu1 tiplication,

The act ot assuming; suppostion, or a thing sup•

posed; the part or a theorem that is given.•
1

•'

ASTERLOBE. ("To take a star")

An 1nstl'UJD8nt tormerly used to

tind the angle ot elevation ot ·a star, or ot any other heavenly body,
)

••'),
I;

.

ASYMPTOTE,

A straight line that is continually approached by a

8
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curve but does not meet it within finite distance.

It is the

limiting position to a curve ot a tangent wnose point ot contact moves ott to an infinite ' distance
from lbe origin.
.-

It is

the limiting position ot a secant as two pointe ot intersection

ot the seoant

a branch ot the

~ith

c~rvo

move oft in the same

direction along that branoh to an 1nt1nite diatanoe.
AUXILIARY CIRCLE. See Circle.
A measure ot oentral tendency, used comonly as

AVERAGB.

the

arithmet~o

The

dete~ination

terent

mean tor example, halt the sum ot two numbers.

ot a quantity

quant~ties

~ntor.mediate

to a number ot dit•

(as bJ adding them and .divid1ng the sum bJ

their number).

AXIOM.

$1m.~

Ax. A statement admitted to be true without

proot.
AXIOM OF !-IARALLELS.
AXIoMS.
AXES•

See

P~allela.

Plural ot axiom.
.t'lural ot axis.

Two linea which are at right angles to

each . other and used as reference linea.

AXES of .t<EFERENCE.

See re-

terence.
AXIS.

An imaginary line about which a body rotates; a central

or principal line in a symmetrical arrangement or in any system.
(Axis ot abscissas, Axis ot circle, axis ot sphere, axis ot circular
cone, axis of circular cylinder, axis ot cone, axis ot pyramid, axis

ot syumetry J; see nouns.

9
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BAR. A horizontal or vertical line. See Aggregation.
BAR GRAPH.

BASE.

....,
...
,,i

::;ee

Graph.

The line or surtaolt "forming that part ot a figure

on Wbioh it ia supposed to stand. II The number which serves as
a starting point tor a logarithmic ~r other system. (Base or a
con•, Base ot a frustum, Base of a polygon, baao ot a polyhedron,

•,.;,

Base ot a pyramid, Base of a solid, Base ot a spherical pyramid,

I

Base ot a spherical sector, Base ot a trapezoid, ~aae ot a tri•
angle); see nouns.
BASES. (bases ot a cylinder, bases ot a prism, bases ot a
(zone); see nouns.
.

.

BINOMIAL.

A polynomial ot two terms.

f'

A differential of the torm

BINOMIAL DIP'l!'ERENTIAL.

X'YY'-(a.t-bX1JxJ

where a and b are any constants and the exponents m, n, e.nd p
are rational numbers.
BINOMIAL FORMULA.

See formula.

BINOMIAL QUADRATID.

See ~adratio.

BINOMIAL Q.UADRATIC SURD.
BINOMIAL THEOREM.
BIQUADRATIC.
tio equation); see

BISECTOR.

~eorem.

Ot or pertaining to a fourth power.

(Biquadra-

-a..

eq~tion.

BIRECTIINGULAR.
BISECT.

See

See Quod.

A spherical triangle of two right angles.

To divide into two equal parts.
A bisecting line.

(Bisector ot an angle, bisector

ot a line, bisector ot a line-segment); see nouns.

PERPENDICULAR

------...
I
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BISECTOR is a line which bisects a given line and is perpendicular
to it;

(1802 ~ 1880 A. D.) Jle

BOLTAI.

waa

educated tor the a~, end

deat1ngu1ahed htmselt as a protound mathematician• an impassioned
T1o1in•p1~er,
poaed . o~ ~&
.$

•:t.

end an expert tencer.

pages or hie new

·--~B.

{

BRAOXET.

BREADTH.

t.

He published an appendix com..

"Nou.~Uelidean Geomet~.~

A_symbol ot aggregation.

·

C J . A . s~bol ot aggregation.
The distanoe trom trontto baOkJ extent

width•

BROKEN•LINB.
BROKEN~LINE

See Line.
GRAPH. See Graph.

BRIGGSIAN SYSTJ!U OF LOGARITHMS.

BUNDLB OP' LINES.

See Linea.

See Logar1 thma.

acrQss~

See

11
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CASI~

State • oondi tion 1 ot' si tua ti on. .AMBIGUOUS CASE.

Un-

certain condition.
CAmEL.
both

te~s

To eliminate by striking out (a factor canruon to

ot a traction, equivalent quantities on opposite Aides

ot an equation, eto.)J balance and eliminate (an equ1Talent OP: poaed quant1tr).
CAIU>INAL.

or prime iJnportanoeJ principal or

fWld~ntal.

The

tour CARDINAL POINTS ot the compass are th' north, south, east,
and west point•i the CARDINAL NUMBERS are one• two, three, e~c.
CARDIOID. The one-ousped eptoyoloid traced by any point ot a
circle that rolls ell round on an equal circle.
CATENARY.

A certain curve, approxtmatel7 ~hat assumed by a

chain suspended freely by its ends.
CAUCHY. 1780 • 1857) He was a prolific and profound

mat~-

B,yaa prompt publication ot his results, and the prep.

ematician.

aration ot standard text-books, he exercised a more immediate end
beneficial influence upon the great mass of mathematicians than any
contemporary writer.

His res,arches extended over the field of series,

of tmaginaries; theor.y of numbers, differential equations, theory
of substi tutions• theory of functions, determinants, mathematical
astronomy, light elasticity, etc., -covering pretty much the whole
realm of mathematics, pure and •pplied.
CAYLBT.

(1881 - 1895) He was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge.

While a student of the bar he made some brilliant discoveries in math•
· ematics.

There is hardly .any subject in pure mathematifs which the

genius of Cayley has not enriched, but most important was hie creation

.

. -

--------- -
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~

ot a new branch or analysis by hie theory or invariants.
CEN1ER. A point or attraction

o~

radiation wlthin a circle

or sphere equally distant rrom' all pointe or the circumference or
surface.

(Center ·or circle. center or gravity. center ot polygon,

center ot aimiltude. center ot sphere, center ot aymmetry)J see
nouns.
CENTER~INB.

A lille detezmined by the C4U\11ers or two cirolea r-

C&NTZR-sEGMENT.

A aesment or the center•li~e between the

center,..

CENT.RRS. Plural or centers the line deter.mined by the centers
ot two circles is the LIN& OF Oiml'ERB,
CENTIMETER.

In the metric systam, a measure ot length equal

to one hundredth or a meter, or 0.3937 inch.

'l~en millimeters make

a centimeter.
CENTRAL ANGLE. An angle whose vertex is at the center or .a
ct. role and 1ta sides are radU or the circle. The CEN!'RAL AN'JLE

or

8. re~tilar.

p6lygon is the angle rormed by two radii drawn to

any consecutive vertices.

CENTROID OP' 'i 'Rllmt.E.
CHAINS.

See Triangle.

See Surveyor's Chains.

CHAINING PINS.

~ins

used to mark the

end~point

ot the chain

or tape, in measuring distances.
CHA.RAOTERIS'l'IC.
CHECX.

The integral part or a logarithm.

Another operation which testa the correctness or the

. 13
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first operation.

A CHECK• or TEST• or the correctness of the re-

sult obtained by solving the equation can be made by substituting
in the original equation the results in place of the unknown num'

bers.

Both members of the equation must then reduce to the same

number.
CHECKING.
values tor

See Verifying.

l~tters

The ISUbeti tution or numerical

in or der to test the correctness of

~

operation

in CIBEOKINl ',i.HE .KESO'LT•
CHORD.

ot CONTAcT.

A. line sesment joining

t~

points

QD

a circl e.

CHORD

See Contact.

0 A closed plene curve aU points of which

CIRCLE. sym a

are equally distant from tf.toint within called the center.

AUXU..IARY

CIRCLE is the circle described upon the major axis of an ellipse
as a diameter.

1be area inclosed by a circle is the AREA UF A uiHCLE.

• 1he diameter perpendicular to the plane or a
circle ot a sphere is the AXIS uF ·diE UIRCLE.

A DI.AME'l'J.!.R uF A CIRCLE

is a line-segment joining two points on the circumference and pass•
ing through the center.

When the plane of the circle passes through

the center of the s phere, their curve of intersection is a GBtAT
CI.KCLE.

A triangle or a polygon is said to be INSCRI~D in a circle

When its vertices all lie on the circle, end the circle under
t

these condi tiona is said, to ~ro~IBE 'l.HE TRIANGLE or the polygon.
1he MAJOR ABU ot a oriole is the larger arc, and the smaller arc is
the MINOR ARC.

The intersection of a sphere made by a plene is a

CIRCLE OF A SPHERE.

The distance from any point on a circle of a

14
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apher.e ~a its ne~er pole is the ~OLAR DISTANCE ot the circle.

The

distance between two points on the surface of a sphere ta the aro of
a great circle that joins them • . ..!.!'he diameter ot the sphere that is
perpendicular to the plane of a circle of the sphere is the AXIS ot
the CIHOLE, and the ends ot this diameter are the

~OLES

of the circle.

'l'be Q.UADRA'lURE ot 'J.HE CIRCLE is one of the three famoua problems ot
geometry. ~niP problem ~s to f~nd the ~ength ot a side Qf a 'quare
whose area is equal to that of the oirole and in~ol~es tht fl~ding of

the exact

~alue

of the ratio of the

ci~c~ferenot

to the 4lameter. of

a~oircle.

The RADIUS OF A CIROLE is the ~ine segment jo1ulng the
center to &ny point on the circle. When the plane ot the circle does
::et

not pass through the center ~ the sphere, their cur•e ot intersection is a SMAil. CIRCLE OF
figure

~ormed

~WO

SPHERE.

A SECTOR of a circle is the

by two radii and their intercepted aro.

·ciRCLES.
center.

'IHE

CONCENTRIC CIRCLES are

t.

oir~~es t~at

have the seme

CIRCLES are TANGENT to each other when they are tan-

gent to the same line at the same point.
GIRcrULAR.
a circle.

Of or pertaining to a circle; haTing the form ot

(Circular cone, circular cylinder, circular graph, cir•

cular permutations, circular right cone, circular cylinder); see
nouns.
CIRCUMCENTER.

The point ot _intersection of the perpendicular bis-

ectors ot the sides ot a triangle.
CIRCUMFERENCE.
the surface enclosed.

The length of the circle; the distance around

1~
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CIRCUMSCRIBE.

To draw a line or figure around another figure

80 as. to touch a8 many

po~nta

as possible' ot a tigure, to inclose ·

(another tigure) in thia ·manner.-

.~

(Oiroumacribed cylinder, 01rcUJil-

scribed truatwn• circumscribed, polygon, oircumaqribed polyhedron;
circumscribed pyramid); see nouns.
,OIRQmJSORIPTIBLB.

Oapabl• ot being oiroumeoribed-

'lor ex•

eDJple, a pplY$Pil circumeoribes e. curn 1'hen all 1ts sidea e..re
gent to the o~Te.
through. all

t~e

tan~

A ourTe oircuma~r~bea a polys.on when lt, passee

Terticoa

~t t~e polygo~.

CISSOiD. A curn 1nnnted ·by Dioclea ( t lSO B. 0, ) tor the
purpo~e

or aolTing the celebrated Delian problem or the ancient

~eom

etry, Tiz, to duplicate a cube, or to construct two geometrical
means between two giTen line segments,
CLEARING OF FRACTIONS.
CLOCK-WISE,
olock.

See Fractions.

In the directon or rotation or the hands or a

COUNTER CLOCK-WISE.

In the opposite direction or clock•

wise.
CLOSED. Shut in or surrounded on all sides.

(Closed line,

closed solid figure); see nouns.
A number or quantity placed

(generally~

and multiplying another quantity (aa, 3 ia the

~OEFFICIENT

COEFFICIENT.

3 x).

before
OF x tn ·

NUMBERICAL COEFFICIENT. A coetticient cOmposed or figures.
COEFFICIENTS.- UNDERTERMINED COEFFICIENTS.

Assumed ooettioi•

ente whose Talues not known at the outset and which are to be

deter~

mined in the course ot the demonstration or a theorem or the sol•
uticn or a problem.

l&
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One of' a number of factors in a product. See Co-

CO-FACTOR.
etticient.
COINOI~.

To occupy the

COLLINEAR,

Lying

OOLOGARI'lBM.
OOLUMN.

samo

position i~ apace,

in the same straight line.

The logari tbm of' tbe reoiprooal. of' a number.

A vertical ser1ea ' ot tigurea or torma.

Une a in t)le

~tquare

torm ot a

~~o vertical

~eteminant.

The e,J'rangement ot a number ot individuals into

COMBINATION.

varioua groupe, each group containing a given number of' the individuals tea a, b, and o into ab, ao, and bc): also one of' the groupe
formed.
COI.MENSURABLE . Having a common measure or divisor. Two mag•
nitudes are said to be COW~SURABLE when they have a common measure.
COMMON DMSOR• See Divisor.
CO!~ON

EXTERNAL •rANGENT

COMMON FACTOR.

See Tangent.

See Factor.

COMMON INTERNAL 'l'ANGENT. See Tangent.
COl.t.!ON MULTIPLE.

See Multiple.

C<MdON SOLUTION OF 'IWO M;Q.UATIONS.
COMPASS.
COMPASSES.

The inclosing line or

See Equations.

l~its

ot any area.

An instrument for describing circles, measuring

distances, etc., consisting geaerally of two adjustable legs hinged
at one end.
COMPI.EMI!NT.ARY ANGLES,
abgle.

Two angles whose sum is equal to a right

Each of the angles is a complement of the other.

1'7
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COMPLETE 'tt.JADRATIC.

See Quadratic.

COMPLETE QUADRATIC EQUATION OF CONDITION.
COMPLETE REVOLUTION.
COMPLEX.

See Wquation.

See 'Revolution.
-~

Characterized by an involved combination ot parts.

(Ocmplex expression, complex traotion, complex number, complex
nueratorh see noune.
CCMPOSI'.rXON • When the
are oomparpd with either

4

sums~anteoedents ~d

anteoe4ent~

oonsequQn.ts

or consequents to

to~

a new

p:roporl,ion.
COMPOUND.
pound

To make or form b7 oOJnb1n1ng parts, elements.

expression~

COMPUTATION.
expres5~s

(Com•

compound traction, compound number); see nouns.
Calculation.

RULE OF COMPUTATION.

A rule which

in words the relation of' one number to one or more other

CONCAVE.

.:
Curvedl li~e

sphere; hollow and cur Ted.
CONCENTRIC

the interior ot a circle or of' a hollow
CONCAVE POLYGON.

See Polygon.

Having a common center, as circles or spheres.

CONCENTRIC CIRCLES. See Circles.
COHCHOID.

A curve of' the fourth degree, invented and mechanicallJ

constructed by Nicomedes (? 180 B. c.) as serving both to trisect an
angle and to duplicate a cube.
CONCLUSVON. · The statement of' what is to be proved.
OO~~li~ -- Noting *number which relates to a particular object .
···.

or thing.

RATIO OF TWO CONCRETE QUANTITIES.

See

~uan ti ties.
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CONCYCLIC.

Poin~s

CONCURRENT•

lying on the same circumference.

Meeting in the same point; occurring or existing

together or side by aide.
CONDITION.

CONCURRENT LINE

Thst on which something else is dependent.

QUADRATIC EQUATION OF CONDITION.
CONDlTIONAL EQUATION.
CONE.

• See Line.

See

4 oloaed solid

See Complete

Equation.

~quation.

t~gure

surface whose directrix is closed

ot the· elements.

~uadfatic

CC·MPLE'IE

bounded by
our~e,

o~o

nappe ot a conic

and by a plane outting all

'fhe ALTITUDE ot a cone is the perpendiouar distauoe

frqm the vertex to the base.

'l'he· .AXIS or a oiroular cone is the line..

segment from the vertex to the oenter or the base.

l~e ou~ed

is the LATERAL SURFACE and the section made by the plane b
A CIRCULAR CONE is a cone

the DIRRCTRIX OF

~HE

ELEMENT of the cone.

CONE•

~hose

base is a circle.

surfaoe

the B.ASE.

the fixed curve is

The generatrix in any of its positions is an

A FRUSTUM of a cone is that part of the cone in8

eluded between the base and a section made by a plane parallel to the
i
·''

base.

The moving straight line is the

See Altitude.

GENERA~.

HEIGHT of a cone.

HEIGHT (altitude) OF THE FRUS'IUM of a cone is the perpen•

dicular distance between the bases.

OB~.IQ.UE

CONE.

The axis of the oone

is oblique to the base. A plane is TANGENT to a cone when it contains
one element and

~o

other line or point of the cone.

cpae .whose axis is perpendicular to the base.

RIGHT vO.NE .
•

A

RIGHT viRCULAR CONE. A

circular cone whose altit*de meets the base at its center. The SLANT
HEIGHT of a right circular cone is the length of an element.

The VERTEX

19
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.

ot the cone is the point of the conical surface •

TRUNCA'l'ED CONE.

The portion of a cone included between the base and plane cutting all
the element.e,
CONFOCAL.

Having the same focus or foci,

A family of oor.tooal

conioe is an indefinite number of conics having the same foci.
CON~RUENT,

Agreeine.

CONGRUENT

f1gures are said to be congruent it
m that the tw(l figures ooino ide.

ff~GUR~s.

can be

o~e

'l'he

s~'lllbol

Any two goometrio
p~aoed

on the other

tor oongruonoe is ;:;:::5 ,

CORRESPONDING ANGLES UF UONGRUENT FIGURES are those e.nglos which cotnoide.

(Congruent solids, congruent triangles); see nouns.
CONIC .

Having the form ot or resembling a cone; round, end taper-

ing to a point; also,

p.ertai~ing

A curve f ormed by the intersection ot a plane

UONIO ::>EC'i'ION.

with a right circular cone,
CONiCAL

to a oone.

~HFACE.

a~

an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola.

A surface generated by a moving straight line

which constantly intersects a fixed curve and passes through a fixed
point not in the plane of the curve.

~t

the generatrix is unlimited

in extent the oonioal surface will consist of two parts, the
and LOWER NAPPES.

UP~~R

(Directrix ot oonioal surface; element of conical

surface, generatrix of conical surface, vertex ot conical surface);
see cone.
CONJUGATE.

Of two points, lines• etc., so related as to be inter-

changeable in the enunciation of certain properties.

(Conjugate arcs,

conjugate angles, conjugate complex number, conjugate radical, con-
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jugate surds); see nouns.
CONSECUTrrE. Following one another in uninterrupted succession.
(consecutive integers, consecutive vertices); see nouns.
CONSEQPENT.
CONTACT.

The

second term or a ratio,

The state or fact of touchins.

TAO~ ie tbe .element contained by the plane.

See Antecendent.
The EIBdJlNT OF CON-

Tht OHORD OF oo~dl:

h the line ~oining the points or conte.ot tor the two tanstnts
d~ewn

trom a point to the curve.

POINT OF CONTAOT,

See

po~nt

ot

tansenoy,
•
CONSTANT . A quantity assumed to be invarielbe throughout a gi,an

•

discussion. .C.ONSTANT TERM.
CONTRADICTORY •

See

Teem.

Asserting the contrary ··or opposite.

COl-."TRADICT-

CIJ EQUATION. See Equation,
COnsTRUCTION.

The representation of e required tigure by means

ot points and lines.
CONTINUE. To make continuous, connect• or unite; also to extend
from one point to another in space.

(Continued fraction, continued

proportion); see nouns.
CONTINUOUSCONVERGE.

Holding together without break or interruption.
To tend to meet in a point, line,oa value;

incline

toward each other,

~s

lines which are not parallel; to come together by

gradual approach.

To approach a limit as in the sums of an infinite

series.
CONVERGENT.

Converging; formed

INFINITE CONVERGENI' SERIES.

by

See Series,

convergence; as or lines,
I

I

I
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CONVERGENTS.

The tractions obtained by stopping at the first,

second, third, .............. , quotients of a continued traction• as ~ J
I

Cl _,.. _)_

+- .1. or when reduced to th.e comon torm _E:.J_ )

a., r

a.{ q~ -+-1 .)

a A.
4;J(a,Q~o + t)+a., --------- ----are celled respectively the first, seoond
I

Q~

Clj

'

I

~ QA+-1

"third", • .. • .. CONVERGENTS.
CONVERSE.

A thing whioh is the opposite or contrary ot another.

CONVEJtSE THEOREM.
CONVERSE SINE.
CONVE~

See Theorem •
See

S~ne.

Curved like a circle or sphere when viewed tram with•

out; bulging and curved.

CONVEX ANGLE,

CONVEX CONmC SURFACES.
CONVEX POLYHEDRAL ANGLE,
COORDINATES•

See Angle.

See Conic Surtacea.
See Polyhedral.

Any of two or more magni tude.s which define the

position of a point, line, or the like by reference to a fixed figure
system of lines, etc., esp., either ot two lines ("cartesian Coordinates")detining the position ot a point in a plane, with reference
to two intersecti ng tixed lines or axes, each defining line being
drawn trom the point to one axis, parallel to the other axis (The de•
fining line drawn to the horizontal axis or to a corresponding
length along the other axis is the ORDINATE; and the defining line
parallel to the horizontal axis or to a corresponding length along
tU,e horizontal axis is the ABSCISSA.·)

RECTANGULAR COORDINATES.

The

abscissa and ordinate ot a point referred to two perpendicular axes
are called t he RECT»lGULAR coordinate ot the point.
DINATES.

OBLIQUE COOR-

When the abscissa is not perpendicular to the ordinate •

J_ )
'f~

.

-

----- - - -·---- --
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CORQLLARY.

A

~tatement

that follows directly as the result of

another statement.
CORRESPONDING LINES.

See , L_tnes.

CORRESPONDING POINTS,

See Points.

The aeoe.nt ot the eanplement ot a given angle or ere.

COSEOANT.

The ratio ot the hypotenuse to the opposite leg,

The oonstant ratio of the aide adjacent ot an acute angle

COSINE.

ot a right triangle

8b1p

~tween

the hypotenuse.

LAW OF OOSlNES •

~~e relat1o~-

an angle ot a t~i~gle end the three eldee. •• 1.
p.
b~+- e."' .~ :Lb. e. ' I ~fl

Q_

CONTANGENT.
arc.

and

The tangent ot the complement ot a given

angl~

or

The constant ratio ot the adjacent leg ot a right angle to the

opposite leg.
COTERMINAL ANJ:tES.

CUBE.
CUBE ROOT.

See Anglee.

A rectangular parallelepiped all of whose edges are equal.
See Root.

CUBIC•

Having the tonn ot a cube, also ot three dimensions,

solid or pertaining to solid content, as a cubic toot. the volume or
a cube whose
degree.

edg~are

each a toot long; being or the third power or

CUBIC MEASURE.

The measurement ot

~olume

in cubic units; a

e,atem ot such units, the one in which 1,728 _cnbic inches

=1

cubic

foot, 27 cubic teet : 1 cubic yard.
CURVATURE.

A rate of change or direction and is denoted by K.

shape ot a curve depends very largely upon this rate at which the

The

dir~

ection of the tangent changes as the point of contact describ es the

23
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Tne path of a point represented by certain variables

CURVE.

aatisty a giyen condition.

~hiqh

ally is called a graph ot the
CORVED LINE•

OUsP. A point at

when

t~e

function Ot the variables.

See 8urtace,.

CURVILINEAR FIGURES.

co~on

~gebfaio

See Line.

CURVED SUBFACES.

aq4 have a

The curve as &lPreesed geQmetriow

S~e

!'1guree.

wll1oh two brano~es of a curve meet Q.nd stop

tangent.

There are two kinds ot ouspsa

two branches lie on opposite Qtdes ot a common

Fi~st,

~~ngentJ

second, when the two branches lie on the same side or the oammon
tangent •
.. CYCLIC SUBSTITUTION.
CY~OID.

See Substitution.

The path described by a point on the circumference ot

a circle which rolls without sliding on a fixed straight line.

. CYLINDER.
suff'~oes

A closed solid figure bounded by two parallel plane

and by a cylindrical surface whose directrix is a closed curve.

The ALTITUDE OF A CYLINDER is the perpendicular distance between its
bases.

The curved surface is spoken of' as the LATERAL SURFACE and the

plane surfaces as the BASES. CIRCULAR CYLINDER.

.

.

bases are circles. CIRCULAR RIGHT CYLINDER ,

A cylinder whose

See cylinder of revolution•

A prism is CIRCUMSCRIBED about a cylinder. when .·the l ateral faces are
tangent to the cylinder and the bases are circumscribed about the bases
of. the cylinder.

The CYLINDER Ia aaia to be iNSCRIBED in the prism.

CYLINDER OF REVOLUTION.

See Revolution.

whose elements are oblique to the bases.

OBLIQUE CYLINDER.
See prism.

A cylinder

RIGHT CYLINDER.

24:
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A cylinder whose elements are perpendicular to the bases.
~ECTION

A RIGHT

ot a cylinder is the section made by a plane cutting all or the

elements at right angles.

A ~C.TION of' a cylinder is the f'igure form-

ed by the intersection of a plane end a cylinder.

lf' two

si~ilar

rectangles are revolved about corresponding sides as axea, the cylinders
generated are SIMILAR 0 YLINDE}{S ot REVOLUTION.

OVLINDRIOAL SURFACE.
~tne,

which ie always

tqraecta a

r~xed

su~taoe g~nerated

p H relle~

by a moving straight

to a fixed straigbt line, .ad whioh in•

curve not in the plane or the atra1ght line.

moving line ia the
surface.

A

G~mRATRIX

and the fixed curye the directrix or the

The generatrix in any or its positions is an

cylindrical surface.

The

~rENT

or the

25
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~en

DECAGON.

A polygon of ten sides.

DECIMAL.

Pertaining to tenths, usually indicated by figures writ..

to the right ot the deoimf4 point.

DE<liMAL NUMIU;R.

See number.

In the METRIC SYSTEM, a measure ot len8th equal to one

DEOXMETER

tenth ot a meter, or 3.937 inches.
DE~

ANNUITY •

DEFINITlON.

SQe $Q.ui ty •

A deaori~tion given in such a way that the object

11 distinguished trom all other objects.
DEGREE

•

In ALGEBRA rank as detennined by an

exPOD~mt

or sum ot

e:EPOnents (ae, a3 and a2 b are tei-ms ot the third DEGRKSJ J.. x'-~

=4

t- a.. X ::;

is an equation or the third DEGREE, three being the sum of the

exponents of the unknown quantities in that term in which such sum is
the greatest).

•

In GEOMETRY , the 360th part of .the circumference ot a

circle, as used to measure eros and angles.
.0174~.

ARO DEGREE.

One DEGREE ..

..JL

. I 'iO

radians :

One of the parte of an aro whose central angle is a right

angle and is divided into ninety equal parts.

Any circle contains three

•

hundred and sixty aro degrees. SPHERJ.CAL DEGREE The SPHERICAL tr1angie
having two sides equal to quadrants and the included spherical angle
equal to one degree is used as the unit of measure of areas ot spherical
polygons.

SECOND DEGREE.

See Function.

(De gree ot en equat ion, degree

ot a term); see nouns.
DEMONSTRATION.

1~e course of reasoning by which we prove .a the•

orem to be true.
DENOMINATOR.

The number in a fraction below the line.

the divisor in an algebraic fraction.

It is
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THE LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR (L.C.D.)

ot two or more fractions

is the least common multiple (L.C.M.) ot their denominators.
RATIONALIZING the DENOMINA'roR. - The process ot ohanging the denomina~or

to a rational number by not changing the value ot the traction.
'

DEPENDENT EQUATIONS.
Dl!:PENDEN'r V.ARIABLl!l•

DEPRESSION, AHGLE OF,

See Equation.

a_,e

Ve.r iable,

When the angle made with the horizontal

plane is below the line joining the obewver's eye with a distant objeot,
DERIVATIVE OF A FUNCTION,

It ia the !Unit ot the ratio ot the

increment or the functions to the increment or the independent variable•
when the latter increment varies and approaches the limit zero.· The
deriviative or y with respect to x is the lim! t or the ratio ~

11 )\ approaches
and
ita

f' (x)
~ate

•

o.

The ~ymbol ia

r!.::L
•
dX

D '/..

1

't
d

.

as

(when y is a function ot " )

The derivative ot a tunction is identical with

ot change.

Geometrically the derivative ot a function tor a

certain value ot the variables is the slope ot the tangent to the curve
ot the function at that point; sometimes called the differential

oo~

etticient,
DESCARTES (1596

~

1650 A. D. ) He has been celebrated not only as a

great metaphysician but as a great ma8hematician.

His geometry was called

.

"Analytical geometry" partly because, unlike the synthetic geometry ot
the ancients, it is actually "Analytical", in the sense that the word ia
used in logic; and partly because the practice had then already arisen ot
designating by the term "Analysis" the calculus with gener al quantities.
He also established same theorems on the theory ot equltiona.

Celebrated
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is his "rule of signs" for determining the number or positive
and negative roots.
DESCENDim POWERS.

See Powers.

DETERMINATE.

Knoft ot oapapable of being knom.

DETERMINANT.

A symbol in the form ot a square array, consist-

ing ot

ro~a

and columna of terma oallQd element• tne

or~or

determinant being that Qf the number ot oolumne 1• rows.
pression or the form or the

CbI - C; h

n

/

~

b/

C 1 b,

DETERMINATE

differe~oe

ot the.

An ex•

or two products e. g.

1a a determinant of the aeoond order.

E~UATION.

DETERMINATE PROBLEM.

See Equation.
See Problem.

DEVELOP. To express in an extended for.m, as in a series.
a FUNCTION.

DEVELOP

Find a aeries .the sum of which is .equal to the function,

Hence the DEVELOPMENT OF A FUNCTION is either a finite or a convergent
infinite series.
DIAGONAL•
tangle.

A line that joins opposite corners (vertices) or a reo~

(Diagonal ot a polygon, diagonal ot a polyhedron, di agonal ot

a spherical polyhedron); see nouns.
DIAGONAL SCALE.
DIAMETER.

See Scale.

A straight line through the center ot a closed curve

or surface terminated by the boundary.

A chord that passes through

the center or a circle. (Diam••er ot a circle, diameter or a sphere);
see nouns.
~,., .

..

'>'.·-·,·;D!'II"IIIll'D1n.Tml'

~~~~~.

The result or subtracting one number from another

ie.; the DIFFERENCE is the number that added to the subtrahend gives ·
the minuend,
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DIFFEREIDE OF SQ,UARES.

See Square. •

DIFFERENT!AL. Pertaining to or involving differentials(as, dif•
j

'

f'erential co.loulus•, a DIFFERENTIAL COEFP'ICIENT the measure of the
.

rate of ohange of a rune tion r·e lati vely to its variable) • An int'ini tes1mal difference between consecutive value& ot a variable quantity.

the differential
orement or 'l\

dxor

•

the independent variable ~ ,is Bnf assigned in-

The dU'terentiel J.!J ot the depondont v~iable !{ iJl the

relation d=fl('f.) is the product
tunotion by the differential
or

J}-= f\t.)clx

Of

the

1.' r\A
.. }
T

derivat~ve

d'f.. ot the independent

Of

the

var~able,

•

DIFFERENTIATION.
DIFFE~AL

Als9,

The operation or

EQUATION.

findi~g

the derivative.

See Equation,

DIFFERENTIATE. To form the

dif~erential,

or differential coe-

fficient of a function,
DIHEDRAL ANGLE•

angle ·formed by two planes that intersect.

An

Their line of intersection is the edge end the planes are the FAOES
of the dihedral angle • Two VERTICAL DIHEDRAL ANGLES are DIHEDRAL ANGLES that have the same edge and the faces of the one are the prolongations of the faces of the other.
D!MMENSIONS
along a

di~ter

Magnitude measured in a particular direction, or
or principal axis; length, breadth• or thickness; a
3

mode of spatial extension; in algebra, a and

'2.
Q

terms or three DIMENSIONS, or of the third degree.
THIRD DEGREE, see Degree.
DIRECT VARIATION.

See Variation.

b

and

J. fA bc.

D~~SIONS

are

OF THE
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DIRECTED NUMBERS
DIRECTION.

•

See Numbers •

The line toward some point or region, or the point

or region itsolt as i ndicating

posi~ion

or course.

The position ot

one point in relation to another without reference to the intervening
distance.
DIRBO~IX.

1 curve

Q~

A fixed line or curve used

aa a guide in describing

The polar of a fpous; a l i ne whose 4istance from

§urface.

any point or a conic is in tixed ratio to the distance ot the same
A curve along W;nioh the

point trom a focus.
4escribine a surface.

se~eratrix

Slides in

DIRECTRIX ·or a CONICAn SURFACE, see conical

surtace; DIRECTRIX of a CYLINDRICAL SURFACE, see cylindrical surface.
DISCRIMINANT.

Distinguished by certain tokens.

The discriminant

ot-/- (x ) "' a. o J.. _,._i --- t4,.0ia that integral tunction or the coefficients of
((x) .... 0 which is a necessary and sutticient co.n di tion that
,_

a multiple root.

The expression

3

ot the cubic

X +- f " +
~

DISCUSSION,

~

has

~7

is called the discriminant

t , since its vanishing is the condition

that two of the roots be equal.
discriminant of a.. x -r b 'A t

-f. t L

1-fl<)

3

c..

'I'he radicand b -:.__ J..l a. e is called the

•

The examination of a problem with reference to all

possible conditions, particularly with respect to the number or condi tiona.
DISSIMILAR TERMS.
factors.

Terms which do not have the same 11 teral

See Terms.

DISTANCE•

The length of the straight line that joins two points;

the length or the perpendicular trom an external point to a linet
the space passed over by a moving body is called the DISTANCE, and
the number of unite of distance traversed is represented by D. DISTANCE
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BET\'IEEN PARALLELS•

The distance between two parallels is measured

on a line perpendicular to both parallels (the shortest distance from

a point on 'one line to the other line is a perpendicular from the point
to the second line).

DISTANCE- FROM POINT TO A PLANE

'l'he llt rpendiouler

.~

ie the shortest line from an external point to a given plane.
OF A POINT

See point.

•

DISTANCE

POLAR DISTANCE. The spherical distance from

the nearer of the poles of a small circle to any point on the oirole.
mtl!:RICAL
~ng

D~STANCE •

The length of the minor 'U'O

ot

a

s;re~t c~rolo pes~J

through two points.
DISTRIBUTION-LINE GRAPH,
DISTRIBUTIVE LAW,

See

Grop~·

See Law.

DISTRIBUTIVE LAW OF MULTIPLICATION. See Multiplication.
DIVERGENr :mFINITE SERIES.
DIVIDE.

See Series.

To; separate into equal parts by the process or division.

DIVIDEND. A number or quantity to be divided by another number
or quantity.
DIVISION.

The process or finding one or two numbers, or factors,

when their product and the other number, or factor, are given.
DIVISION,

AL~BRAIC

The operation of finding the other factor, having given an

algebraio product and one fac6or. SYNTHETIC DIVISION,

A method ot

shortening the work of division by omitting the various powers of 'A,
and writing only the coefficients.

DIVISOR~

The number b~ which we divide and represents one factor

or the dividend; the given f actor or number in division.

COMMON DIVISOR,

or common factor, of two or more numbers is an exact divisor or each ot
them.

HIGHEST

CO~t.ON

DIVISOR the expression of highest degree that

will divide each of them exactly.
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Y~TICAL

A polyhedron of

twe l ~e

TERMS
faces; a solid formed by

twelve pentagons for its sides.
DOUBLE POINT
curve at that

'
point

A point at which :there are t?lO tangents to the
(whether distinct, coincident, or tmaginary).
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ECCENTRICTY.

A ratio equal to the disttmce between any point

ot a conic section and its focus divided by the distance between the
same point and the corresponding directrix.
EDGE,
EOOES.

The ··line in which tlfo surfaces ot a solid object meet•
ROOES OF A DIHEDRAL ANGLE.

See Dlhedral Angle.

EWES

01 A PYRAMID. See Pyramid.

El·EMENT• One of' t he pointe, line3, planea., or

othe~

forme, by whtoh a figure is made up; any strai@ht line

geometrical

~n ~

cylindrical

or conical surface, co•responding to some position of' tbe moving line
by which the surface was generated.

rical surface). ELEMENT OF CONTACT.

(See conical surface). (see cylindSee Contact.

ELEMENTS• 'rhe numbers or a determinant.
The state ot being elevated.

ELEVATION,

ANGLE OF ELEVATION.

The

angle made lfith the horizontal plane, by the line joining the observer 's
eyef

(WHIN THE OBJECT IS ABOVE THE OBSERVER) with a distant object.
ELLIPSE,

A curve which is the locus of' a poir. t that moves in a

plane so that the sum of' its distances f'rom~wo fixed points in t he
plane is constant.
the ellipse.

Each of' the two fixed pointe is called a FOCUS of'

The ratio ot the Linear eccentricty to the semi major axis

is the ECCENTRICITY of the ellipse.

The distance or the center from

each or the foci is the LINEAR ECCENTRICITY of the ellipse.
ELIMINATION•

A process of deriving a simple equation in one un-

known from a system of two or more simul taneoua equations in two or
more unknowns.
ENTIRE. See mTEGRAL NUMBER.
ENUNCIATION.

ENVEL9P.B.

Statement.

(Entire surd); see noun.

GENERAL ENUNCIATION.

See General.

The locus or the intersections of consecutive elements
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of a family of curves on surfaces.
family is tangent.

The

to which each curve of the

~urve

This curve was also used in the attempt to wquare

the circle.
EQUAL.

Like in quantity;· aegree, value, etc •

See Segments•

Whenever two geometric figures have the same area they

are equal in AREA.
~pplied

to

EQUAL SEGMENTS.

~aoh

The

s~bol

is

=•

Two magnitudes wh1oh can be so

other that each •hall potnoide

Wit~

the other throughout

1 tS' 11hole extent are IDENTICALLY EQ.UAJ.,,
A curve traced by a point of a circle that rolla on

EPIOYOLOID.

the outside of a fixed oirole.
EQUALITY.
ATION.

The state ot being eq,ual.

EQUALITY EQUATION.

See EQU•

'!'he TEST OF EQUALITY ot two geometric magnitudes 1e that they

may be made to coincide throughout their whole extent.
EQUATION•

An

express.i on if 1 or a proposi.tion asserting, the equality

of two quantities, employing the sign
EQUATION•

a

between them.

AFF~CTED

QUADRATIC

A quadratic equation that contains both the first and second

powers ot the unknown numbers.
the fourth degree.

BIQJJADRATIC EQUATION' •

COMPLE1·E C.UADRATIC EQ.UATION•

An

An equation Of

equation having only

one unknown, in which t he unknown does not app ear in the denominator of
the equation·, and in which the first and second powers of the unknown do
appear.

CO~IDI 'i'IONAL

EQUATION•

An

equation that can be satisfied by

only one or by a defini t e number, of value s of t he letters in it.
EQUA'.l'ION.

An

equation of the third degree.

CUBIC

'l 'he DEu-RE.I!; OF AN EQUATION in

one unknown is the degree of the highest power of the unknown uumber.
DETj!;£{1/...LNATE EQUA'l'ION.

An

equation which has one root, or a limited n\llMI-
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..
,l

er or roots.
derivatives

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION.
o~rdifferentials.

which the unknown quantity
taotor.

FRACTIONAL

equation that involved

EXPONENTIAL EQUATION.

An

An equation in

in-·an exponent . of eome term or

~pears

EQUATIO~.

An

equation in which the unknown is con-

tained in a denominator. GRAPH ot an EQUATION.

The line or curve

containing ell the points, and only those, wbQae coordinates satisfY
a given equation. HIGHER EQuATION.

An equation that contains a

higher power ot the unknown -number than the second.
EQUATION.

See Identity.

has no solution.

IMPOSSIBLE E:i,UATION11

INDETERMINATE EQUATION.

ot an infinite number ot solutions.

I~ICAL

An equation that

.An equation

that admits

IRRATIONAL EQUATION,

containing an irrational root or the unknown number.

An equation

INTEGRAL

EQUA~ION.

An equation that does not involve an unknown number in any denominator.
LINEAR EQUATION.

An equation or the first degree; having one or more

unknownsin which no unknown appaara in the denominator ot a fraction,
and in which the sum or the exponents of the unknown in each term is
only one.

LITERAL EQUATION. An equation in which some or all or the

known numbers ar e represented by letters. NUMERICAL muATION. .An
equation all or whose known numbers are expressed by figures. EQUATION
OF COtll)ITION. See Conditional Equation.
See simple equation.

EQUATION OF FIRST DEGREE.

FORE QUADRATIC EQUATION.

An equation in one

unknown in which the unknown does not appear in the denominator or a
traction, and in Which only the second power ot the unknown does
appear; i. ,e . 5' i'- - 3 7 = 0

QUADRATIC EQUATION.

degree of the unknown number.

An

equation or the second

QUADRATIC EQUATION IN TWO UNKNOWNS.

An equation containing one or more tenne of the second degree, but
no term ot higher degree in those unknowns.
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RADICAL. EQUATION IN ONE UNKNO'\\N •
known occurs in a radicand.

An

.

equation in which the un-

Same as an irrational equation. REC-

IPROCAL or RECURRit-n EQUATION•

An

equation that remains unal tared

'

when the unknown is changed into its reciprocal and the equation
cleared

o~ t~actions.

Hence, the

reo~prooal

rsoiprooal equation is also a root.

ot any root ot a

The numbere on the right side

ot the equality sign ror.m the RIGHT SIDE ot tht equation; the
~EFT

on the lett side ot the equality sign ror.m the
tion. SIMPLE EQUATION.

See Linear Equation.

~ne•

sidt or the

equa~

A number la said to

SATISFY AN EQUATION it, when substituted tor the unlmowu, it reduces
the equation to an identity. A value ot the unknown whioh satieties

an equation is called a ROOT OR SOLUTlON ot the equation,
EQUATIONS.
unknowns,

CONTRADICTORY EQUATIONS. Equations in two or more

which cannot be.

satisf'i~d

by the same values ot the un-

knowns. DEPENDENT EQUATIOW. Equations which oan be iriivad . !'rom
another equation by some simple arithmetical operation.

Two systems ot

equations are EQUIVALENT when they have the same solution; that is, when
every solution or either system is a solutio~ot the other. INCONSISTENT
EQUATIONS• Equations that express relatione between the unknown
quantities that do not satiety all the equations.
IONS. See Inconsistent Equations.
Inconsistent equations.

INCOMPATIBLE EQUAT•

NON-siMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.

INDEPl!NDENT EQUATIONS.

See

Two or more equations

with two or more variable leaving s6lutions wh1oh are not solutions ot
the other.

INDETERMINATE EQUATIONS. Equations having an unlimited

number or roots. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.
have a eonmon solution.

Independent equations which

SYMMETRICAL EQUATIONS. Equations that are not
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tttected by int·erohanging the unknown numbers involved. SYSTEM
OF EQpATIONS.
knowns.

Two or more equations 1nvolvi!lS one or more un-

That part ot mathematics

wh~ch

studies the relations be-

tween th:e ooetticients ot an equation and its roots, and also lll8JlY
other usetul theorema about equations is called the THEORY OF
JL1lUATIONS.

BQ.UIANGUL.AR. Having all the angles equal.
EQ,UILATERAL.

Having all the

s~des

equal.

(Equilateral polygon;

equil,teral triangle)J see nouns.
EQ,U~TIP.LES.

Equ~ultiples

of two

quant~ties

aro the products

obtained by multiplying each ot them by the same number.
EQUIVALENT.

Equal in valueJ having the same extent, as a triangle

and a square ot equal area,

(Equivalent equations, lquivalent fractions•

Equivalent solids, Equivalent snrtaoes)J see nouns.
ERROR.

The difference between the observed or

approx~ately

deter-

mined value and the true value ot a quantity.
EUCLID.

(365? B.

c.)

He was a teacher in the University ot Alex-

andria and wrote the tirst great textbook of geometry known as the
~lements•

It contained the tirst systematic, orderly, and logical

arrangement ot geometry and was divided into thtrteen chapters, called
books.

The "Elementa• contained most ot our present plane geometry and

some solid geometry.
EODOXUS (408- 355 B.

c. ) He

is

~rhaps

the most brilliant mathe-

matician ot this period. He has been called the tather ot scientific
astron6m1cal observation. He inceeased the number ot general theorems,
added to the three proportions three more and raised to a considerable
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quantity of learning, begun by Plato, on the subject of the section,
to which kB applied the analytical method.
EULER. (1707 - 1783) His father, a minister, gave him his first
instruction in mathematics and, then sent him to the University ot
Basel.

He wrote one ot the most complete and aocurate works on the

calculus at that
mathemat~os

t~e.

He also wrote on the subject of analytical

and made researches on the

EVEN ROOT.

oalcul~e

of variations.

See Root.

EVOLUTE; OF A CURVE.

The . loo\ls ot the centers of curvature ot a

given curve.
EVOLUTION.

The process ot finding any. required root ot a number

or of an expression.
EX-CENTER,
EXERCISE,

See Triangle.
That which is to be done for the sake of training or

improvement.
An act or operation for the prupose of discovering

EXPERll~NT.

something unknown or testing a principle or supposition.
EXPONENT.

An expression written at the risht ot and above another

expression called the base which when positive tells how many times
the base is used as a factor.
a root ot a power.

A POSITIVE FRACTIONAL

denotes

The denominator indicates the root and the num•
'1.

erator the pwer; that is a-s =
EXPONENTIAL EQUATION.
EXPRESSION.

~ONENT

:;~

11 a.""

See Equation.

A symbol or a combination ot symbols serving to ex-

press something, as an algebraic quantity.

ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSION•

number expressed by literal and arithmetical numbers, connec t ed by

J..
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mathematical signs vrhich tell what to do with the numbers.
EXPRESS I or~·
,\~,

See Expression.

PRESSION.) See Polynomial.

(Imaginary flll:preasion.
FACTORING Alf

-·

:2XPHE ~ SIOU

.

C011PIIDC

Compound EXThe prooeaa of

finding tvro or more epxressions vrhose produot is equal to a given expression.

....

,

\.

1s

E\

FR.ti.CTIOUAL EXPllliSSION•

.

£1-aotion.

.An expression, any term of ·whioh

IMAGINl·~o.H.Y r~XPRES SIQ:N

•

M e:lq'resaion oontain;l.ng both

real and imaginary terms.

;r

does not ho.ve l:J,tere. l numbers in the denominators of fractions.
Rll.TIONSL .EXPRESSION•
ber.

An oxpress:l.on t hat oon.te.ins t'n i 1·rationa.l num..

LIN1~AR EXPRJ~SSION

EXPRESS ION •

IR...

an expression ot: the first degree. M;rXED

An expression that oonsists of one or more integrol terms

plus or minus one or more fra cti onal t erma.

An ex•

SURE EXPHESS ION

•
pression involving one or more surds •
EXTRlUillOUS HOOTS •

The roots of an equation C : 0, introduced by

the effect of multiplying both members of an integra l e quation A • B
by the same integrul funct ion

c.

Here A, B, ond C, represent functions

of the unknown or unknovms •
EXTERi:T.ALLY
EXTERI OR.

•

Pertaining; to ·t he outer part •
The out er surface or part; the out s ide.

(Exteri or angle,

See Ang;le.
EXTREHE RATIO•
EXTREMES.

See Ratio.

The fir st and fourth terms of a proportion.
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FACE ANGLES OF A POLYHEDRAL ANGLE.
I!'AOES OF A DIHEDRAL ANGLE.

FACTOR.

HIGHEST

See Polyhedral Angle·.

See Polygon.

One of two or more numbers, algebraic expressions, or

the like, wh1ch when multiplied
MON FACTOR.

See Polyhedral Angle.

See Dihedral Angle.

FACES OF A ~LYHEDRAL ANGLE'.
FACES OF A POLYGON.

TERMS

tog~ther produ~e

An expression that is

oo~~AON

~ f~ctor

a given product. COM-

or two or more expressions.

FACTOR. (H.O.F.) or two or more numbers 11 the product

ot all their cmmmon faotorsJ each faQtor taken the least number ot
times 1t appears in any expression. LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE. (L.C.M.)

ot two or more fractions must contain each or the given denominators as
an exact divisor.

Henoe it must contain· each FACTOR appearing in the

denominators of the given

~rac tions.

HATIONALIZING FACTOR.

The factor

by which a surd express ion is multiplied to render the product rational.
FACTOR THEOREM. { X- ll.) is a tacdJor· ot
RACTORIAL.

f C.x)

t / [~) ,.

0

•

The product ot an integer by all other smaller integers;

as factorial tour (written

!tJ

or

If/ ) equals

4 x 3 x 2 x 1. a.

Related to factors or factorials.
FACTORS.

PRIME FACTORS.

Numbers that have no factors except

themselves and unity.
FACTORING AN EXPRESSION.

See Expression.·

!'ERMAT (1601 - 1665) He was a profound scholar in all branches of
learning and a mathematician of exceptional powers,

He may be regarded

as the first inventor of the differential oaloulus.
FIGURE. Any definite com£ination ot points, lines, surfaces, or
solids formed under given conditions.

SOLID FIGURE that which has
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J.ength, breadth• and thickness.

CURVILifmAR FIGURE.

A plane figure

bounded by a curve.
!'IGURES.

CONGRUENT FIGURES. Figures that have the same shape and

the same size. EQUAL FIGURES.

See CONGRUENT FIGURES.

GEOMETRICAL

FIGURES.

A combination ot points, lines, surfaces• or solids, PLANE

FIGURES.

Figures, all points ot whioh are iu the peme plane.

t<EOT-

lNLINEAR FIGURES. Plane figures bounded by straight lines. SIMILAR
FIGURES• tigures that have the

~arne

FINITE• Not too great or too

shape.
~~l

to be naturall7 adaptable to

measurement.
FINITE SERIES.
FIRST.

See Series.

FINITE STRAIGHT LIIB.

See Line,

Used as the ordinal of one,

FIRST DEGREE EQ.UATION.
FLUXION.

A ter.m

use~

See Equation.
by Newton for his aoience which is now called

It also corresponds to the derivative as we now know it.

the calculus.

Of or pertaining to a focus; as, the focal distance (the
•
distance from the center to the principal focus).
FOCAL .

A chord passing through the focus ot a conic.

FOCAL CHORD.
FOCAL HADIUS
curve.

'

A line from the focus ot a conic to a point on the

fOCAL WIDTH OR LATUS RECTUM.

The focal chord perpendicular to the

axis.
FOCI•

Plural of focus.

The fixed points in the plane of an ellipse

or other eonio.
FOCUS•

One ot the points from which the distances to any point

of a given curve are in a linear relation. The point when a conic is defined
with reference to a fixed line and a fixed point.
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FOOT.

A unit or length equivalent to twelve inches; when a straijht

line is drawn tram a point to a line or a plane its intersection with
the 1 ilt.e er plane i a its FOOT.
FORM.
b"

tC.=- 0

SAape, figure; plaJ1 • .- r·-!ORMAL FORM. (Also see Normal)

where a denotes the coefficient of the term in

"

"

coeftioient ot the term in "' , and o
containing 'A • i.e•, the
~

"

S'®l

~

J

d

X.~ -t-

h the

the sum or the terms not

or tho constant terms.

Q.UAO~IO

FORM.

expression that contains b'l.lt twp powers ot SA unknown number fit

•~pression,

the exponent ot one power being twioe that ot the

FORMULA.

o~her.

A rule or computation expressed by means of arith•

metical and literal numbers, connected by mathematical signa which tell
what must be done with the numbers.

BINOMIAL FORMULA,

The formula

or principal by means or which a binomial to any indicated power may
be expanded.
FOURIER.

(1768 - 1830) His work marks an epoch in the history

ot both pure and applied mathematics.

It is the source ot all modern

methods in mathematical physics involving the integration ot partial
differential equations in problems where the boundry values are fixed.
He made the discovery that any arbitrary function (i. e. any graph•
ically given function) ot a real variable can be represented by a
trigonometric series.

He invented important devices tor the solution

ot numerical equations.
FOURTH. Next after the third; the fourth number ot tour different
numbers that torm a proportion.
see nouns.

(Fourth proportional, Yourth root);
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FRACTION.

Part of unity; one or more of a number of equal parts

into which a Wlit is divided, ALGEBRAIC FRACTION,
division in fractional
FRACTIONS.

fo~

of

one~ number

To change a fractional

dooe not contain tractions,

CLEAHl NG ot

by another.

equ~tion

~ultiply

The indicated

into a new equation that

every term or the equation by the

leaut cmmmon multiple of' the denominator.
fraotion, Ol' a traction or a t'rac"Uon.

COMPot]ND FR.AvTIUN. A oanpJ.ex

A CONTINUliJI> }fRACTION in

wh1.o~

the quotien'1;s recur is PERIODIO, RECURHIOO, or continued FRA,CTION,t.•.a+kfft-··
COMPLEX ?RAvTION.
or both

A traction in which either numerator or denominator,

contain tractions.

te~s,

equal in value • having the same

EQ.UIVALENr FRACTION,

extet~.

b'raotions

IMPROPER .l!'RACTION.

A traction

having the numerator greater than the denominator or ot equal or
· greater degree than the denominator.

PERIODIC

b~CTiuN.

A

fr~etion,

when increased, repeats its values for each interval (period),
~OPER ~RA~TiuN.

denominator.

SIMILAR

A fraction having the numerator less than the
.II'RA~TION•

.!fractions that have the same denom-

inator •
.tRAC'l'IuNS. •REIXJCTION uF . I.''RACTiuNs. 'l'he process of changing their
form without changing their values.
~RAC·.&:IONAI.

EQ.uA'rlUN.

.tRAui·lUNAL EXPR!!;S.t>luN.
FRET.

See

E~preesion.

A design which keeps repeating itself.

b'REEHuLD ESTA'l'E.
.I!'RUS'IUM,
by

See .l!:quation •

'!'he

An estate which y!ields a

p~t

perp:~

tual annuity •

of a solid left after outtinfof't a top portion

a plane petllel to the be.se.

Al;J.•1'1'u1JE

911' A rRUS'lUM uF A CONE.

The perpendicular distance between the bases.

B..A::)E

section made by the plane. CIRCUMSCR!.Bl!;!J FRUt>TUM

UF'

FRU::J'IUM.

'l'hat

A frustum of a
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pyramid ·is CIRCUMSCRIBED about a frustum ot a cone when the bases of
the frustum of the pyr amid are circumscribed about the bases of the
frustum of the oone.

BE!GHT OF FRUSTUM. See ALTI TUDE.

HEIGHT OF 'lliE FRUSTUM.

THE SLANT

That part or the slant height included be-

tween the bases of the frus tum.
FLUCRUM,

The support, or point ot rest, on which a lever turns

in moving a body.
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF MULTIPLICATION. The 'law of orde:r' or

Commutative

L~w,

the

'law of grouping' or the Associative Law, •taw ot

operators or the 'Distributing law'•
FUNCTION.

When two variables are eo related that the value of the

first depends on that of the second, then the first variable is said to
be a function of the second varialbe.

ALG~BRAIC

rUNCTION.

A number

whose dependence on another 'number is expressed .in algebra symbols.
DEVELOP A FONCTIOU,

ax. 1- h

See Develop.

LINEAR .!iUNCTION.

is a function of the FIRST DEGREE in X.

It is also a LINEAR

FUNCTION of X, because the graph is a straight lia••
'fHE SECOND DEGREE.

The function

FUNCTION OF

The expression X"- HX t-tllr is called a QUADRATIC

FUNCTION ot X, or a function of the SECOl·ID D.iWREE.

.PERIODIC 1!1JNCTION.

If the independent variable increases or decreases, indefini tely and the
dependent variable repeats its values for each period of the i ndependent variable, the dependent varialbe is said to be a periodic function.
For example it

!:f ~

•

~'A

!1

then or

•

~

)(

is a periodic function.

A RATIONAL I NTEGRAL J!"'UNCTION ot X ie one that can be put in the form
is a positive whole number, and #+lH C•-·· + ~
, denote any expressions not containing X. ·TRI GON011ETRIC
FUNCTION are tri gonmetric ratios or any combination of these ratios.

A DICTIONARY OF
GAUCHE.

?!~~~TICAL

TERMS

Skew; not plane. Not perfectly symmetrical (Gauche

lines,): see noun.
GAUSS (1777- 1855 A.

n. · )' Eta

was the son of a bricklayer and

had a marvellous aptitude for calculation.
his favorite study.

Higher ari t hme tio was

The solution of thQ problem of the representation

or numbers by binary quadratic fQrms is one or the 6reateat
me~ts

or

G~us~.

Same or his papers on

published until after his death.

When

th~

achieve~

theory or numbers were not

~11eteen

yearp ot age, he

proved 't hat a regular polygon of 17 sides could be inscribed in a
circle.
GENERAL ENUNCIATION.
conclusion.

Statement; consists or an

~

hypo~~sis

.

and a

(General number, general problem); see nouns.

GENERATE.

A line is conceived to assume in succession the position

ot every one of a system ot lines on a given surface, and in so doing,
passes througft every point of the surface and through no other points.
A line which generates a surface.

GENERATRIX.

See conical surface.

See Cylindrical Surface.
GEO~~TRIC•

According to the principles of geometry.

(Geometric

figure, geometric line, geometric locus, geometric magnitude, geometric
means, geometric points , geometric proposition, geometric solids,
geometric surface); see nouns.
GEOMETRICAL FIGURE.

See Figure.

GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.
GEOM~TRY.

See Progression.

That branch of mathematics which treats of magnitude,

position and form.

ANALYTIC GEO 'ETRY.

The chief features of analytic

geometry which distinguish it from elementary geometry are its methods
and its results.

Thes~~ethods

consist of indcating by Algebra symbols

------------------------------
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the positon of' a point either fixed or in motion, and then applying
to these symbols the processes ot
ot:

al~bra. Ge6met~

trigo~orp.etry

the use·::ot algebra and

direct, to a system of' coordinates.

treated by means

··w ith reference,

di .r~~tet

or in-

The analysis ot geometrical oon-

oepta by a study of' the corresponding equations. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.
The
s~oh

soien~e

of' making projections ot any accurately defined figure

that from themI can be

its metricel pfoperties.

deduote~

not only ito

~GEOMETRY,

whose parte all lie in one plane.
solid figures; GEOMETRY OF THREE

projeotiv~,

but also

The seometry of' figures

SOLID GEOMETRY.
D!!.':~SIONS.

The geometry of'

GEOMETRY OF SPACE treats

of' figures all points or which are not in the same plane•
GOLDEN SECTION.
GRAM.

See Section.

A unit of' weight.

It is equal to the weight of' a cubio

centimeter ot: distilled water at its greatest density.
GRAPH.

A curve representing an equation or a function.

or plot (a curve) from its equation or function.

BAR GRAPH.

To draw
A graph

made up of' parallel bars. BROKEN-LINE GRAPH. Each dot of' the graph is
connected with the next one by a straight line.
a broken line. CIRCULAR GRAPH.

The complete line is

Sometimes called a Pie Diagrem. A

graph in the form ot: a circle whioh shows the di*lribution in sectors.
DISTRIBUTION-LINE GRAPH.
a whole and to each other.
by a smooth curved line.

This grpph shows the :elation ot parts to
SMOOTH-LINE GRAPH.
RECTANGULAR GRAPH.

the distribution graph.
GRAPH PAPER.

See Paper.

The points are connected
This graph is a form of
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GRAPH OF AN

E~UATION

GRAPH OF A NUMBER,

WI'IH TWO VARL'LBLES.

See Equation,

See Number.
..

GRAPHICAL SOLUTION•
GRAPHICAL

See

S~~ution,

The representation of statistics and

RKPRE~~NTATION,

of mathematical functions by means of graphs.
GRAV~.

Force of attraction inheren.t in Dll matter.

SPEOIFIC GRAVITY.

Force of

at the surface of the earth.
GRpUP!NG,

at~raot~on e~orted

Gravity: Sl

bf the earth on unit mass

AlBOl see Specific,

Being placed in groups,

The LAW OF GROUPING is the

product of several numbers is the same in whatever manner they are
grouped,

THE SYMBOLS OF GROUPING are the BRACKETS [ ] ,

and the vinioulums,
GREAT CIRCLE,

See Circle.

GREAT CIRCLE OF SPHERE.
GRE'ATEST COMMON

See Sphere.

DENOMTI~ATOR

'

4

See Denominator.

BRACES. { ]
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HARMONIC POINTS.
HARMONICALLY.

See Points.

A line divided internally and externally into

segments having the same ratio • . .~
HEIGHT.
of frustum,

See Altitude.
~~ant

(slaat height of oone, slant height

height of pyramid); eee nouns.

HELIX. • curve traoed on a right oiroular oyl1nder

~o

as to out

all the elements of the cylinder at the same angle.
~niSPHERE ,

HEPTAGON
•

HERON.

•

Halt of a sp}lere.
A plene figure having

(About 100 B.

c. ) He

~even

angles and seven facea.

was Qelebrated tor his ingenious

meohanioe.l inventions such as the hydraulic organ, the water-clock,
eto.

It is believed that he invented the important formula for find-

ing the area of a triangle expressed in terms of its sides.
I~GON.

A plane figure having six angles and six sides.

HEXAHEDRON. A solid figure having six faces.
HIGHER EQUATION.

See Equation.

HIGHEST COMMON DENOMINATOR
HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR.
HIPPARCHUS (about 140 B.
antiquity.

See Denominator.

sie Factor.

c. ) He was the greatest astronomer ot

rte was interested in mathematics only as an aid to astron-

omical inquiry.

He originated the science of trigonometry end calculated

a "Table of chords" in twelve books.
HIPPIAS ·(460 - ? B.

c. ) He

was a contemporary ot Socrates. He is

the inventor of a transcendental curve which served to divide an angle not
only into three, but into any number of equal parts.
the quadratrix.

This curve is called
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HIPPOCRATES (430? B.

c. ) He

was a talented mathematician but,

having been defrauded ot his property, he was pronounced slow and
stupid.

In his study ot the quadr!:ture and duplication-problems,

he contributed much tot he geometry of the circle.

The subject or

stmilar figures, as developed by Hippocrates, involved the theory

ot pr oportions,
HOMOGENEOUS,

or

the same kind and coiiiPlena\U'e!ble, alsQ, of the

sam, degree or dimensions,
HOMOLOGOUS

Having tbe same or a similar

~1 ati on; eQrre~pon41ns,

as in relative position, proportion, value, or structure,

(Homologous

angles, homologue lines, homologous sides); see nouns.
HORNERS' METHOD OF SOLVING NUMERICAL EQUATION'S ,
any real root is obtained,
determined.

1~e

a~ter

its situation

h~s

By t his method

been approximately

main principle involved is the successive diminution

or the roots of the given equation by known quantities,
HYPERBOLA.

A curve consisting of two distinct and similar branches

formed by a section of a cone, when the cutting plane makes a greater
angle with the base then the cones' side makes.
HYPOCYCLOID.

A curve traced by a point of a circle that rolls

on the inside of a fixed circle.
HYPOTENUSE.

The side of a right-angled trkngle opposite the right

angle.
HYPOTHESIS, (Hyp,) A statement which is assumed to be true.
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ICOSAHEDRON.

A solid figure having twenty fncei.

IDENTICAL E(,;UATIONS,

See Equations,

IDENTICALLY EQ,UAL. See Equal_!
IDENTITY,

equation that is true for etl values
ICAL

An

Sameness in nature or qualities; likeness, exact.

or

the letters in it,

See !DENT-

E~UATION,

IMAGINARY,

Pertaining to a quantity or

even root ot a negative quantity.

e~pres$ion

~ ~INARt.

involving an

In tbt

ayat~

a, ~d b e.re rtel numbers and

numbers ot the form a+bl , where

e. symbol whoso square is -I , when

fl. ...

ot

L

is

o they are called pure imag-

inary numbers.
IMAGINARY EXPRESSION.
Number,

~~INARY

UNIT,

INCENTER.
INCH.
centimeters.

~xpression,

IMMAGINARY NUMBER.

See

See Unit,

IMPOSSIBLE EQUATION.
IMPROPER FRACTION.

See

See Equation,
See Fraction.

See Triangle.

A measure of length, the twelfth part of a foot, or 2,54
SQ.UARE INCH.

lNCOMPATIBLE,
INCOMPLETE•

See Square.

See Equation.
Unfinished, See INCOMPL'c.TE IIUADRATIC,

INCOMMENSURABLE.

Having no common measure or' standard ov comparison,

having no common divisor except unity.
INCOMMENSURABLE RATIO,
INCLINATION.

See Ratio.

The mutual approach of two lines or planes that tend to

meet and f orm an angle ('angle of inclination')J also, the difference ot
direction of the line s or planes as measured by the angle.
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.LNCLUDED ANGLE •

See Angle.

INCONSISTENT EQUATION.
Ih~REMENT.

'l'ERMS

See Equation.

A small increase ·1positive or negative) in an inde-

pendent varia)le; or the increase of a function due to thie• Also, a
change, either positive or negative. in the value ot en independent
variableJ . also, the corresponding change in the value ot
•~t

function.

'the

1nor~ent

erioal value to another

~e

variap~e

in

ohonso ~ng f~om

one num-

the difference found by eubtraoting the

first value from the seopnd.
/::. )\ , read delta

ot a

t~e de~end•

An

increment ot

X 11 denotQd by the symbol

x.
A quantity or function, not depending upon another

INDEPENDENT.

tor value is said to be independent.

(Independent equations, independ-

ent numbers, independent variables); see nouns.
lNDETER&INAT.E.

Having an indefinite number ot solutions or where

value is not evident.

(Indeterminate equation, indeterminate problem);

see nouns.
iNDETERMINATE FORMS.

When, for a particular value of t he independ•

ent variable, a function takes on one of t he forms

,

I -o

it is said to be indeterminate.

•

is indeterminate tor ;.. :: 1
lNDEX.
tion.

An

exponent.

For example

•

INIEX LAW OF MULTIPLICATION.

See Mul tiplica-

(Index of a power, Index of a root}; See nouns.
INDIRECT

MEASURE•

See Measure.

INDIRECT METHOD OF PROOF.
given

0
,/...
0
0 , _.l- , O· J.. , J..-J.., o

hypot~esis

This method consists in showing that a

must l ead to one of two or mor e conclusions; and t hen
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lt

e:u

bli't one or these

oon~lu~16ha

a,r e pr ove a

ilrip6 s.~Il3l"i,

the re-

maining one is the correct conclusion •
.LNEQ,UALITY.

An e:xpresdon- eft two unequal quanti ties connected

by either of the signs of inequality
ia greater than b' a .( . b,
lNEQUALITY
setluent.

i~

> or <.

, (ae , a.

'a is less then b').

>

b, ' a

A ~TIO OF GREA'l'ER

a ratio in which the antecedent is greater than the

oon~

A ratio of less 1nequal.1 ty is a ratio :S.n which the anteoec;lent

is less than the consequent.
J.NFI NI'IESIMAL.

A variable

v

w}lose lirn i t 1&!1 ze.ro is o alled an in ..

finitesimal,
J.NFINITE,

ass~gnable

Greater than any

quantity of the same kind,

Unlimited or boundless in time or space, (Infinite convergent aerieslnfinite geometric series, 1nfinite series); see Series.
J.NFINITY

•

part of space.

Infinite distance, magnitude or an infinitely di s tant
Alg. lf a variable

~

, ultimately becomes and ranains

in numerical value greater than any a s signed positive number however
large, we say V , is . numerical value, incr eases without limit, or
becomes infinitely great and write
The

~bol

Go

limit(~ Jl ..:. a<J

or

v~

o0

or

y __,.

v
..o •

(Infinity) does not represent a number; it simply seems

to charecterize a particular mode of variation.
INFLECTION, POINTS OF.

Points on a curve !fhiCh.. separate arcs oon-

cave upwards from arcs .ooncave downwards.
INITIAL LINE OF AN ANGLE.

The rotating radius; which generates

the angle, in its first position.
lNITIAL.

First in order or importance.

side in enumeration or development.

INITIAL SIDE.

The first
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INSCRIBE.

To. draw or delineate one _fi gure within another

tigure so that the i.nner lies in the boundary or t he out er at as

. p oin~a as possible.

many

INSCRIBED ANGLE

An angle whose vertex

is on t he ·circle and whose sides are chords.
Cirot~scribed

INSCRIBED CIRCLE.

See

Polygon.

INSORIPTIBLE.

Capabl e

of being inscribed

in. See Ciroumecrip-

tiotl,
INTEGER.
9, 10, 11, or

A whole number.

..a,

Whole number that differ by one, like

-7, -6, are CONSECUTIVE INTEGERS,

INTEGERS, like 2, 4, 6, or

-s,

-6,

~.

CONSEOW'f.tVE EVEN

differ by 2, that ta, each

teger is two larger than the preceeding one.

in~

CONSECUTIVE ODD INTEGERS,

like 3, 5, 7, or •3, -1, 1, also differ by 2.
INTEGRAL.

Pertaining to or being an integer; not fracti onal; also,

pertaining to or involving integrals (as, integral calculus.
verse of the derivative.

The in-

'l'he required function of the given derivative.

The r esult of an integration of a function or of an equation; an ex•
pression who se derivative is t he i nt egrand • .For example; i t U. "'-f ~ b.
l(

is said to be the integral ·o r

called the integrand.

,u.

with r espect to )\

where

u.

1

is

Also -" is the deriv:: : tive of lA.. with respect to

X and may be expressed

J!..:L ,_ ~ •
d!,.

INTEGRATION,

The process of finding the function or int egral of a

given derivative.
lNTEREST.

Money paid for the use of money at a given r ate per centum

per year of the sum borrowed.
INTERIOR
INTERNALLY.

Pertaining to the inside.
See Interior.
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MATi~TICAL

To insert or find intermediate terms in as of a

series according to the law of the series •
.INTERPOLATION.

'!'he

meth9!5·; ob;1operation of finding from a tew

given terms of a series, other ter.ms in conformity with the law ot
the series.

For example the method for finding the logarithms ot a

number not given directly in the table.

A

speo1el prooeee of fiQd•

ins approximately the values or the required sines, cosines• tangents,
eto.
INTERSECTION.

The point, line, or curTe, where one line, or ourve,

plane, or surtaoe, cuts another.
INVERSE.

Turned upside down.

1be direct opposite.

INVE~SE

RATIO.

See Ratio.
INVERSE FUNCTIONS.
tunction ot ~ •

The equation

When solved for

r~~defineS

x 1t

X implici ty as a

takes the form 1- = P(}) • The

function ~('JJ is called the inverse of the direct function
example.

1::

sin

1NVEESI ON.

'I\

and X. = sin

~

t (K)

•

For

•

Reversal of position, direction, order, or relation;

something inverted.
INVOLUTE.

A curve traced by any point of a perfectly flexible in-

extensible thread kept taut as it is wound upon, or unwound from, another
curve.
INVOLUTION.

The raising of' a quantity or expression to any given power.

IRRATIONAL

Not capable of being

•

rational, or fraction; or surd.
irrational number); see nouns.

e~actly

expressed by an integer,

(Irrational equation, irrational expression,
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ISOCELES TRAPEZOID.

ISOCELES TRIANGLE •
lSOLATED POINT.

See Trapezoid.

See Triangle.

It' the tangent. at a double point are imaginary,

the point is called an isolated point or a conjugate point.

'l'here ie

no other portion ot' the curve in its vioinity.
~SOPERn4ETRICAL•

to another.

Equo.l in

pe.rj,mete~.

A t'i;ure equal J,n perim<'ter

--

--·· -·
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LAGRANGE (1736-1813) He was one of the greatest mathematicians
of all times,
equetions.

He enriched algebra by researoh6a on the solution ot

He wrote much on differential equations.

hia theory of analytio
foundation to analysis.
L.AMBERT.

lie published

where be strove to give a precise

tu~ctions,

ije was also a greatastronomer and physoist.

(1728-~777) He was

the son of a poor tailor and ac ..

quired through hie own unaided eftorts a knowled•• ot elemontarr math•
ematioa.

He proved that 1f is not a rational.

ject of htperbolic functions.

He elaboratod the sub..

In 1700 he phblished a 7 .. place table

or natural logarithms tor numbers l .• lQO.
LAPLACE (1749 • 1827) He looked upon mathematics as the tool tor
the solution ot physical problema,
round scientist.

He was a most sagacious and pro-

lie did more to advancing the subject of the theory

of probability than any other investigator.

lie also made discoveries

in determinants, differential equations, and solfing equations ot the
second, third, and fourth degrees.
LATERAL 6

Ot or pertaining to the side.

LATERAL ABEA.

The area of the lateral surface,

LATERAL AREA OF A PRISM•

See Prism.

LATERAL EOOES.

'!'he intersection of the lateral faces.

L.AT.l!:HAL !!'ACES,

The side faces of a figure.
See Pyramid.

LATEHAL FACES OF A PYRAMID •
LATERAL SURFACES.

The surface pertaining to the side of a figure.

LATERAL SURFACE OF A CONE.

LATUS RECTOM,

See Cone •

See Parameter•

-

-
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LAW.

A mathemat.i cel rule on which something, as the construe-

ASSOCIATIVE·· LAW. 'l·He law conoering methods
.This law is applied to additionff and statee that add-

tion of a curve • ·depends.

'•

ot grouping.

enda may be grouped in any manner.

COMMUTATIVE LAW. The law con..

oerning the order of mathematical processes. , ln addition the
a sum' re~ainiJ unchanged by ohug~ng the order ot the adde»da,

TIVE LAW. The Law concerning o»eration'
every part.

'l'he product ot a

pol.ynomi~

~ither

v~ue

of

DISTRIB't]...

upon the whole or .upon

and a monomial 11 the algebraic

sum of .the products obtained by mu~tlplying each te~ ot the polynom~al
by the monomial.

'J.'h ia is also called the rule of multiplication. (Law

of cosines, law of order, law of sines, law of tangents); see nouns.
LEGENDRE. (1752 - 1833) As an analyst• second only to Laplace
and J. Lagrange, Legendre enriched mathematics by

import~t

contributions,

mainly on elliptic integrals, theory of numbers, attraction of ellipsoids,
and least squares.
LEGS OF A RIGHT

'l~LE.

See '.l'riangle.

.

LEBNITZ (1646 .. 1716) His remarkable abili1{es were shown b;: original
investigation in seYerel branches of learning.

He was fi r st to publish

his discoveries in calculus in a short essay appearing in the periodical
"Acta Eruditorum" at Leipzig in 1684.

It is known, however, that man-

uaoripts on ¥luxions written by newton were already in existence, and
from these some claim Leibnitz got his new ideas.

'J.'he decision of mod-

ern times seems to be that both Newton & Leibnitz i nvented the Calculus
independen ~ly

of each other.

A DICTIONARY

LEMMA.

u~~

lVlA'l'HEMA'l'ICAL 'l'ERMS

An auxiliary theorem used in .demonetrati ng some other

theorem.
LEVER.

A bar or rigid pieo~ .~cted ··upon at different points by

two forces, as a voluntarily applied force (thepovrer) and a resisting force (the weight), which severally tend to rotate it, in opposite
directions about a fixed axis or support \the fulortun).
LEVERAGE.

The mechanical advantage or power gained by using

a l ever; when several wei ghts ar·e balanced on a

l('l ~er,

the product

ot any weight by its di stance from the fulcrum is oalled the LEVERAGE

ot moment of the weight.

LEVt•;Rf\.GE u.Jr A ~-o~c~.

'l'he perpendicular

distance from the line in which the forde acts upon a body to a

~oint

about which the body is supposed to turn.
LIKE.
LIMIT.
bound.

lf

Of the same f orm, appearance.

LIKE

::iU.HDS.

See Surds.

'l'hat which terminates, circumscribes, or confines;
a variable takes on successively a serie s of values which ap..

proach n earer and nearer to a constant yalue in such a \'lay that the
difference between the variable and the constant becomes and remains
less than any assigned value hov:e ver small then the constant is sf\id
to be the limit of the variable.
LINE.

A continuous

ex~ent

of length, straight or curved, Without

breadth or thickness; the trace of a moving point; also, a circle ot
the terrestrial or of the celestial sphere (as the equinoctial line).
A point, a line, or a plane that divides a line into two equal parts is
a BISECTOR OF THE LINE.
lines.

A BROKEN LINE is composed of segments or straight }. i.

A CLOSED LINE is one that can be traced by penci l from any point
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around to the same point without removing the pencil from the line
or passing over any portion of the line _a; second time.

A OBRVED

LINE, or a CURVE, ohan.g es ita di'r;otion at every point.

If a given

line - segment A B is divided at
be DIVIDED

c,

a point between A and B, it is said to

INTERNALLY into the two segments Ae

and

c_...pi!o_ _ _ _ _

A.__ _ _ _..:.••

OB
-.-o~-

It the point 0 is on the !line AB but not betvteen A end B, as at C',

the line-segment is DIVIIJED EXTERNALLY at C' into the two

AG' and· C'B, GEOMETRIC LINE. See Line.
HORIZON LINE, Eye level,
See Oblique.

e~gments

INITIAL LINE, See Initial,

MEDIAL LINE j See Median. OBLIQUE LINE,

A LI~ and a PLANE or two PLANES that never meet how-

ever far produced are said to be PARATJ.EL•
intersection of two plane surfaces,

STRAIGHT LINE

•

The

A LINE or a plane is TiNGENT

to a sphere if it has but one point in common with the sphere.
TE~INAL

line, See Terminal,

VERTICAL LINE or PLUMB LINE.

The

line along which a string hangs when suspended from one end and weighted at the other,
LiliES,

BUNDLE

OF LINES, The totality of lines through any point

P (center) ot space. CONCURRENT LINES.
through the , same point.

Two or more lines passing

OORBESPONDING LINES.

Those lines in similar

figures that are similarly situated with respeet to the same or equal
angles,

Lines that are similarly related by enumeration, projection,

or sections, eto.

FINITE STRAIGHT LINES • Straight lines contained

between two definite points Which are the ends.

GAUCHE LINES.

Two

A DICTIONARY OF
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TERMS

linea so related that no plane contai ns both lines.
LINES.

See CORRESPONDING LINES.

HOMOLOGOUS

INDEFINITE STRAIGHT LINES.

Straight lines extending without end in both directions.

LINES
OF

Lines in the same plane which never inter sect.

LIN:~ ,

~~

Any number or lines which cen

LINES. Two lines that are not

is called a TRANSVEIUIAL or
L~S

O~s.

OF

LINE OF

SYM~rn:TRY.

LINE-sEGMENT.
limit 4 line.

tho~

c~t~

A PENCIL

be passed through a point.

~~r~lel

A straight line that

it prolonged.

PARALLEL

and t bat do not intersect

two or more

stra~ght

lines

lineQ.

See Centers.

See Synmetry.

The definite porti on between two points which may

See Sigment.

into two equal parts.
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The ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION OF A LINE..sEGMENT up":"

on a given line is the part or the line between the teet of the perpendiculars drawn from the extremities of the line-segment to the given
liae.
LINEAR.

Pertaining to a line or lines.

ear equation, linear
LITERAL

expressi~n,

(Linear eccentricity, lin-

linear function]; see nouns.

Pertaining to the letters of the alphabet. ·(Literal

equation, literal number); see noune.
LOBACHEVSKI (1793 - 1856 A. D. ) He was a professor at the University
of Kasan, Russia.

He published a paper entitled

~ew

Elements of Geom-

etry, with a Complete Theory of Parallels," which attracted little notice until a similar system of geometry was deduced independently by the
Bolyais in Hungary, who called it "Absolute. geometry." This geometry was

eo
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bMJetl upon the postulate "Through a g~ ~~n point ther.e oan be
any number of parallels to a given line."
-·

LOCI.

~lural

or locus.

LOCUS. A curve or other figure considered as generated by an
element such as a moving point• line, or surface; the place or position
ot Dll the elements and or only those elements which satiety a g1 w n

condition.
LOGARITHM•

The exponent or that power to which a

fi~od

number

(the base) mu~t be raised in ordor to produce a given numbor (the
antilogarithm).

In the COMMON (or DECIMAL) or. J;lniGGS;rAN SYSTEM of

logarithms, the base is 10.

This system is used almoot exclusively

when logarithms · are employed to facilitate numerical computations.
the NAPIERIAN

OF LOGARITHMS is used for analytical

SY3TEM

onlyt its base is 2.71828.
ierian base is

~

•

SYSTEM

LOGARITHEMIC SCALE.

OF LOGARITHMS.

See Scale.

See Nappes.

LOWEST

cm.~ON

DENOMINATOR•

LOVmBT

CO~IDN

FACTOR ,

•

LOWEST COMMON MULTIPLE.
LUNE

The symbol for the Nap-

The logarithms ot all positive numbers to any

given base constitutes a

LOWER NAPPES.

See Modulus,

purpose~

See Denominator.

See Factor •
See Multiple.

A portion of the surface of a sphe r e bounded by two

great semicircles.

The spherical angle tor.med by its bounding

semicircles is the AHGLE OF THE LUNE.
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MAGNITUDE.

Si;e; also, amount• extent, or t he like.

ia cone6ivedl ef as measQrableJ the
or solid; length, area, or volume:

ext~nded

That 'Which

quant ity of a line, surface,

'.L'hQ MAGNITUDE ot SIZ:S OF AN ANGLE

depends upon the difference in direction of the rays; it 1a the amount

ot turning necessary to rotate a ray tram its initial position to
tinal pos·i tione

it~

MAGNI'lUDES ot the same kind are magni tud• es that oan be

expressed in terms of a common UNIT OF MEASURE.

The NUMERlC.A,L VALUE OF

A MAGNITUDE is the number of ttmes it contains the unit ot measure.
See OODillens\lrable •

(OOM.mNSURABLE MAGNITUDES,

See Incommensurable.) The RATIO OV TWO

IHOOM.tmNSURABLE MAGNITUDES •

~GNITUDaa

ot the same kind is the

quotient of their numerical values.
N.AJOR ARC,

See Arc,

MAJOR ARC OF CIRCLE.

~ee

MAJOR AXIS OF CIRCLE.
MANTISSA.

RATIO

MEANS,

See Circle.

The decimal part of the logari th.m,

MEAN' PROPOOTIONAL•
1~

Circle,

See Proportional.

See Ratio.

The second and third terms of a proportion. ·tVhen three

terms torm an ari thme.t ical progression, the middle t erm is the ARI'IHMETICAL MEAN between the other two·.

The GB6METRIC MEANS between two

numbers are numbers that rorm a geometric progression when inserted
between the given numbers.
MEASURE.

The process of finding how many ,times a quantity cont ains eome

other quantity or the same kind taken as a unit, or standard of comparison,
called the UNIT OF MEASURE.

The number which sho v:s the number or

-
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~\~~TIC~

TERY$

quantity contains the unit of measure is the NUMBBECAL

lw.suRE of that quantity.

(Measure ot an arc, measure of an angle);

see noWls.

MEASURn.1ENT • '!'he act of measuring.

When it 1e

~possible

lNDIRECT l.llASUHEl,!ENT.

to determine distances or angles by direct

meaeurement .other related Unes or e.ngleQ may be measured whioh

will enable qno to determine the required part,
MEDIAL.
ME~IAL

Pertaining to the middle.

LINE • lt ia a line segment ot a *rlangle from any ver•

tex to the middle point or the opposit side.
MBDIAN.

Pertaining to the middle; pertaining to a plene dividing

some:~hinf into two equal parts.

The

middle term or a series when ar•

ranged according to magnitude. (Median of triangle, median of trapezoid)l
see nouns.
~SCORE.

A score, grade, or value midway between a series

of soores, grades or values vrhen ar r anged according to magnitude.
MEMBER.
MEMB.!!.' R.

Either side of an algebr1lic equation.

RIGHT AND LEFT

The right and l eft sides of an equation.

llt.::TER

ln the metric sys tem}

the fundamental unit or length;

equivalent to 39.37 inches. Origionally defined

~s

one ten-millionth

of the di stance on the earth•s surface from the. pole to the equator.
METHOD, A mode of procedur e.
Hindu Method.

See nindu.

SUBSTITUTION METHOD.

HORNERS' MEmHOD.

!NDl~.l!:C 'l'

ME'l'HOD

See Substitution.

See

~orner's;

See Indirect. SUB-
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METRIC SYSTEM.

A

decimal system of measures and weights, ot

which the meter is one of the fundamental units.
MIDPOINT.

The point in the middle. (Mid-point of prismato1d,

mid-point of segment); eeo nou~·s;
!

MI~4

The least quantity or amount pooeible, allowable; the

lowest emount, value.
MINOR ARC.

MINltMutt·POINT.

See Aro,

MINOR AXIS.

MINUEND

MINOR ARC

See Point.
0~' CIRCLE'

See Cirole,

See Ellipse.

The number or quantity from which another (the sub-

trahend) is to be deducted in the operation of eubtraction •
.MISTAKE

To conceive of or. under~tand wronglyJ to take wrongly.

Inacuraoies caused by carelessness or ignorance.
Composed ot different constituents or elements. (Mixed

}{[XED•

expression, mixed number, m1xed surd); see nouns.
MODULUS.

The word modulus has at least three distinct meanings

in mathematics.

In logarithms it is the factor used to make the log-

arithm or a number to a certain base equivalent to the logarithm of the
seme number to a different base,

J'r_L~

is called the modulus.

number

a.-r-bi.

ot numbers.
ten

c...= b

(module)

It

For example in log~ A
In complex numbere.

is the positive value of 71 a..,_ +-

o...- b

"' !'lyt. •

mod ...,...... and is read,

b .....

:1

II

~b

,

The modulus or the

•

That is it' (6.- b) ~ ~--- -=
a,

.i:}:

In the theory

t

it is writ-

is congrue.tlt to 1r to the modulus or

-»t- •

MOVEMENT.

See Leverage.

MONOMIAL.

Consisting of one term only.

TO SQ.UARE A MONOMIAL,

square its numerical coefficient, and multiply the result by each
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of the literal factors of t he monomial, giving

e~ch

l etter twice its

original exponent •
MOTION

•

The process of

movi~g

power or movement, as of a body.

or changing place or position;

~!FORM

MOTION,

An object travel-

ing in equal time - intenals over equal di stances.
MULT~LE•

A number which contains another number some numbel' ot

timoe without a remainder; the
is exactly divisible by it.
is B number that is exactly

mu ltipl~

of a

numb~r

n~bel.'

ts a

A C:)1,.,tON MULTIPLE ot two or more numbers
divis~ble ~Y

each of them.

The

c. M.) of two or more numbers ie t he

COMMON MULTIPLE. (L.

that

LOV~ST

sme.l.la

et ot

their common multiples.
The number to be multiplied by another number taken

MULTIPLICAND•

as an addedd as many times as there are units in the multiplier •

•

r:.ULTIPLICATION

The process of finding the quantity (the pro-

duct) resulting trom the addition of a given quantity (the multiplicand) taten as many times as there are unite in another gi ven
quantity (the multiplier) •
: (ab)

c.

ASSOCIATIVE LAW OF MULTIPLICATION. A(bo)

The result of multiplying ."a" by the product "bc" is

same as that of multiplying the product "ab" by "c".

t~e

The DISTRIBOT·

IVE LAW OF MULTIPLICATION of Algebra, which asserts that a.(H-:J) ~ ~<. ~ +
~~

in the geometric form, is the rectangle of two given line s equal&

.

the sum of the rectangles contained by one or them and the several
segments into which the other is divided.
..,.... ..,.,
,...... ,..
cation is: (;\. +
a...
•
(<,

MDI.TIPLIER
Multiplication.

THE INDEX LAW in multi pli-

""'

The number by which another is to be multiplied.
NEGATIVE MULTIPLIER.

See

The negative multiplier is to be

-
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considered the same as a positive mul tiplj,e_r except that. the product
is to have the opposit quality trom what it would be it the multiplier
were posi t1 ve.
MUTUALLY.
others.

, ·Having tbe same relation .each toward the other or

.
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NAPIERIAN SYSTEU OF LOGARITHMS. See Logari thmB.
NAPPES

The two parts of the pyramidal surtace on opposite

sides ot the fixed point.

The

surface are NAPPES OF THE CONE

tw~

parts of a complete conical

lt the generatrix of a conical

surface is ot indefinite length, the aurtaoe consists ot two
po:rtio.n e; ·.one above and the other belolf the vertex, which are · celled
tho UPPER and tOWER NAPP:ms,

respect~vely.

NATURAL SYSTEM 01!' LOGARITHMS 4 See Logar1 thms.
NEGATIVE.

The sign, -, is used with numbe:ra, or

the ~ ~

symbo'-s•

to denote their qullity, or the quality of the .quentities which
they represent.
NEGATIVE MULTIPLIER.
NEGATIVE NUMBER.

See Multiplier.

See Number.

NEGATIVE QUANTITY • See Quantity •
NEGATIVE TERM.

See Term.

NEW'roN (1642 .. 1727) He was the foremost English expounder ot ap ..
plied mathematics.

In mathematics his genius perhpps is best shown by the

fact that he not only discovered the l aw of gravitation, but invented the
dif!'erentiel calculus by which to discuss the facts invo.l ved.

But just

how the honors tor the discovery of this powerful means ~t investigating
mathematical problems are to be shared between Newton & Leibniz is a
queation which has perhpps not even yet been satisfactorily

anaw~red.

NODE. A dbuble point ot a curve where the tangents at this point
are reel and different•
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NON..SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION •
NORMAL.8

See Equa'tion.

The line which is perpenQ.ioular to a tangent line of

curve or tangent plane of a sur-f ace at the point or conto.o~ is the

normal to the curve at that point.

NORMAL FORM see FORM.

The representation in algebraic symbols ot the UIU<nown

NOTATION.

numbers ·or the problem.

ALGEBRAIC NOTATION

• A method or expressing

numbers and figures by letter.
NUMBER.

A word or symQol, or a Qombination

ueed in. counting or to denote

or

words ,Qr symbols,

a total. ABSTRACT NUM.BER. A number

eons1dered a part from ·the objects · enumerated . .. ARITHMETICAl. NUMBER
the measure ot one quantity in terms ot another as a unit.
quality or a positive or a negative quantity.
pression like a. +hl
pure imaginary • U.
numbers.

t

CO~WLEX

~

An ex-

lli th a

Tiley are also often called imaginary

CONJUGA'IE COMPLEX NUMBER complex numbers which differ in the

sign of.' the imaginary term.
ten, or tenths.

DECIMAL NUMBER .

•

Pertaining to the number

Figures written to the right ot the decimal point.

GENERAL NUMBER. A letter or other number symbol that
any number.

IMAGlNARY NUMBER.

INDEPENDENT .NUMBI!.'R.
TEGRAL NUMBER
NUMBER.

NUMBERS.

tonned by oonneotill8 a real number 1

, by the Sign +- •

lt has the

•

may represent

An indicated root or a negative number.

The number on which the function depends.

A number no part of.' which is _a :fraction.

IN-

IRRATIONAL

A number which cannot be expressed wholly in rational form.

Those numbers that cannot be expreesed exactly as quotients of
integers, as

-vr, 10;

whose value is known.

, '711 • KNOWN NUMBER.
LITERAL NUMBI!;R.

A general number or one

A letter denoting a number.
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MIXED NUMBER.

A number one part of which is integral and the

other part fractional•
PRIM~EE l~R.

unity •

NEGATIVE l.1UMBER•- 6 A number less then zero •

A number which ·has no taotors except itself and

PURE IMAGINAHY NUMBER.
RATIONAL .NUMBER.

An. imaginary nUillber of the form

A positive or negative integer, or a

fl'BOtion whose tei"DlS are integers.
iqvolve an

~ ven

1'~tionalnumbers

REAL NUMBEl\

root of a negative number.
are REAL MJMBERS).

value iB to be found.

A

numbo~

(Rat~onal

UNKNOWN NUMBlSR.

t)lat doee not

and ir•

A ntm1ber whose

Y/liOLE NUMBER • A unit or an aggregate ot

units.
NUMBERS.

ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS,

Functions whose dependence on

other functions is expressed in algebraic symbols.
BERS.

COt~OUND

NUM-

A quantity expressed in more than one denominator or unite

DECntJ\L NUMB.I!:RS,

See Dec 1mal.

DIREC'!'l!:D NID!.Bb.'RS• Or signed num..

NEGATIVE

bers are number s whose m1its are positive or negative.
Nm~ERS

values.

NUMBEns•

are algebrically the less, the greater their arithmetical
POSITIVE NUMBERS, numbers

gre a~er

t han zero,

SIGNED

Positive and negative number ~ are such numbers since

each consists of a numerical part, together with a sign of quality
expressed or understood.
NUloJIB.l!iR :::;cALE.

See Scale.

I

NUMERATOR

That term luaually written above the line) of a

fraction which shows how many parte of a unit are taken.
NUMERICAL COEFFICIENT
t-nJMERICAL DICTIONARY•

See Coefficient.
A dictionary enabling one to find

numerical values, the trigonometrical _r a tioe of any required angle.
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!\'UMI:.RICAL .!!;Q.UA'.i'.l.ON

•

See ~quation •

NUMERICAL EXPRESSION •
NUMERICAL FORM.

See Form. - ·-

NUMERICAL MEASURE.
NUMlffiiCAL VALUE•

See Expression.

See Measure.

See Value,

--

------- ------- ----------
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OBLIQUE. Neither perpendicular to nor parallel with a given
line or surface; slanting; sloping.

OBLIQUE

~GLES

are acute and

obtuse angles.

OBLIQUE CYLlNDER, A cylinder whose elements are
' .oblique to the bases . If a line intersects a plane and is not per•
pendicular to it, it is OBLIQUE to the plane.

A _PRISM IS OBLIQUE

it its lateral edges are oblique to the bases. OBLIQUE COORDINATES.
See Coordinates.
OBTUSE.
tremi ty.

Blun.t in f ol"Jil; not sharp or aouteJ rounded at the ex..

OBTUSE ANGLE • An angle greater thfF a right e.ngle but

less than a straight angle. OB'IUSE TlUAWLE'

A triangle o11e ot

whose angles is obtuse,
OCTAGON • A poh,ygon or eight side••
ODD ROOT • See Root,
OPERATION

The action of working upon a quantity

B)

as to

change its value or foi11Tl (as in addition, subtraction, etc.) to
derive some other quantity from it (as in extracting the cube root),
or to arrive at some other r esult.

(SIGNS OF OPERATION.t(read plus),

-(read minus), X (read multiplied by, ...., (read divided by), are
used in algebra to denot e algebraic addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, respectively.
OPPOSITE.

Tending or going the other way, or counter to another

or each o'her; contrary.

(Opposite angles, opposite points, opposite

quantities, opposite qualities, oppos ite spherical triangle); see
nouns.
OPPOSING QUALITIES.
OPPOSITION.
~ee . signs

See Qualities.

The ac t of placing opposite; SIGNS OF OPPOSITION.

of Quality.

- -
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ORDER.

Sequence or position.

~~e

order of a radical or of

a surd is indicated by the index of the root or by the denominator
of the fractional exponent.
LAW OF ORDER•

O~~B OF ±~QUALITY•

The value ot a sum or positive and negative numbers

is the same whatever the order of the
ORDINAL.

See Inequality.

adde~ds.

Denoting position in a s eries, aQ

fir~t,

second, etc •

ORDINATE• Any ot a set or Pe.l'al.lel ohorde O.rawtl at an angle to
the axis ot abscissas and bisected by tt.
The length ot the segment ot the

ord~nate

the point and the axis or abscissas.

The ORDINATE OF A POINT.
through the point from

The perpendicular distance ot

any point trom the X - axis is its rectangular.

ORDINATE.

See also

Coordinate.
ORIGIN. The point
ORTHOCENTER

o,

where the axes intersect.

The ommmon intersection point or the straight

lines through the three vertices of a triangle perpendicular to
the

opp~si te

sides.

ORTHOCENTER OF TRIAl'llLE

OSCULATION, POINT OF

See Triangle.

The singular
point -of
'
. tangency when the

curve recedes tram the tangent in both directions.
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PANTOGRAPH•

An

instrument used in drawing figures to definite

soele, and to enlarge or to reduce maps, drawings, designs, eto,
PAPER

A mat eri8f used to!

.~riti ng,

printing, etc.

GRAPH

PAPER• A paper ruled very accurately i nto small squares, parallel..;
ograms, concentric circles,or other figures.
PARBOLA•

A plane ourve formed by the intereeotion ot a cone

with a plane parallel to an element or the cone, . It is also de•
f i ned in terms of distances from a fixed point
PAnBOLio•

~1d

a fixed line.

Pertaining to, resemblin a parabol- .

PARAMETER, OR ARBITRARY CONSTAN'J;',

ot an unlimited set of numerical values

A constant to which any one
may

be. asc. igned but this

value once assigned is retained tor any simple investigation.
PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS OF THE CURVE,

If the equation of a curve

is expressed in terms of t wo variables 'A and

~

and if in .turn one of

these .variables soy Jt.is expressed in t erms . of a third Tariable t 1
called a parameter, then because of the relationship of .X and

,

~

! also may be expressed in terms of r , • These expressed relationships
between 'I.. and T and } and t are called parametric equations or the

l "':. t-

,_ ¢>

curve, an example
PARALLEL.

L

/..t )

Ct)

•

Ot lines (straight or curved) , planes, or curved sur•

faces, so placed one beside another as to be equidistant at all corresponding points.

See Lines.

PARALLEL POSTULATE.
PARALLELS •

See Postulate,

Plural of PARALLEL• AXIOM OF PARALLELS

'

Through a

point without a line, one and only one line can be drawn parollel 'o
the given line.
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PARALLELOPIPED

A prism whose bases hre parallelograms.

RI GHT

PARALLELOPIPED • A parallelepiped whos e lateral edges are perpendicular
to the bases.

RECTANGULAR PARALLELOPIPED •

whose bases ere rectangles.

'

A right parallelepiped

·-

A symbol or grouping; used to f~oup together

PARENTHESis•

terms whioh are to be treated ae a

ein~le

expression.

The symbol tor

)~

parenthesis is (

PART. A portion or divison ot the whore.
PASCAL (1623 - 1662) He was a contemporary mathematician whose
genius perhpps equalled that of the great Fermat.. At nineteen he invented his famous machine for performing ari thmet1oal

.PENCIL OF
a point.

Ln~s.

Any

op:~

rations mech-

number or lines which oan be passed through

The point is the VERTEX of t he pencil ot lines •

•

PENCIL OF PLANES

The totality of planes through any straight

line, 1. L is called the axis of the planes.
PENTADECAGON'
PENTAGON.

•

A fifteen sided polygon.

A polygon or five sides •

PENTAGRAM•

A five pointed star-shaped fi gure made by extending

the sides of a regular pentagon until they meet.
PENTAHEDRON'
PENTANGLE.

A solid figure having f ive faces.
A pentagram; also, a pentagon •.

PENTANGULAR. Having five angles.
PER cENT•

By the hundred; ased in expressing

or interest, etc. Symbol,
PERCENTAGE.

%.

Rate of interes t on a hundred•

p~oportions,

rates

?4
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PERFBCT SQUARE '.

.

ROUND ANGLE

expression that may be separated into two

'

equal factors.
~GON

An

An

•

The oiroumferenoe, or outer boUDdary of a super-

PERllmTER•
ficial figure.

-

angle equal t_o .~two straight angles, or 3eoo. AJ.eo 1

PERIMETER OF TRIANGLE

PERIODIC FRACTION.

See Fraction •

PERIODIO FUNCTION.

See Function.

•

P~~~.

See Trie.ngle.

A pernumenoe of sign '-s said to ooour when two

successive terms ot a series have "like" signs.
PERMUTATIONS i

Ot

' are tne different orders
eny number of thin,p

in whdoh they oen be arranged, taking a certain number at

CIRCULAR PERMUTATIONS

a time.

When different letters are arranged in a

circle, any one of their permutations oan without chango be revolved so that any letter, as "a", shall have a given position.
PERPENDICULAR. Meeting at right angles.
BISECTOR.

PERPENDICULAR

See Bisector.

PERPETUAL ANNUITY •
PERSPECTIVE.

See Annuity •

The appearance of objects with reference to

relative position, distance.
PHYSICALt

Pertaining to met erial nature.

~SICAL

SOLIDS•

See

Solids.
PI.

The letter rr, used as a symbol for the ratio (3.141592 +)

of the circumference of a circle to ita diameter; also, the ratio
itself •
.PINS.

CHAHHNG PINS •

See Chaining.
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PLACED

Put in a particular position, situation, or r elotion.

SDl iLARLY PLACED Similar figures are said to be similarly placed

•

when so placed that each side of the one shall be parallel to the
homologous aide of the other.
PLANE.

A surface such that a straight line joining any two of

its points lies wholly within that
plane, as geometrical

fi ~ures

su~face.

Heius wholly within a

of two dime•sions (length an4 breadth).

(Plane angle, plane, figure, plane geometry, plane eurf'aot); see nouns.
PLJ\,NE

An intrument using the pr:tnoiple

'l'~•

ot. soale dl'awing to

locate points in ma.king maps, and to find distances, \.Plane tangent,
plane trigonome try); see nouns.
PLANIM.i!:'1'1!4R1 POLAR

This is an instrument for measuri ng areas

•

mechanically •
.PLATO,
Socrat es.

(429 - 348

After

!:$,

C~ ) He was a pupil and near friend

~raveling

returned to Athens, about

ot

in Egypt, Lower Italy, and Sicily, he
38 9

B.

c.,

and founded his school in the

groves of the Aoademia, and devoted the remainder or qis life to teaching and writing.

His wri tinge were filled with m.athmatical d'i s-

coveries, and exhibited on every occasion the remarkable connection
between mathematics and philosophy.

One of his greatest achievemnts

is the invention of Analysis as a method of proof•

tle did little

original work, but he made valuable improvement s in the logic and methode employed in geometry.
PLOTTING POINTS•

Locating points as in a graph •

POINT • Something that has posi tion but not extension.

DIST-

--

·---- · -~

--· ·-·------ --·----,
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j

ANCE OF A POINT.

The line dre.wn from the origin to the point; this

distance is independent or sign.

~~1

POINT OF A GRAPH • The

point or a graph that has the algebraically least ordinate.

PROJ~

ECTION OF A POINT• The root of the perpendicular drawn from a
given point to a given plane is the
plane•

GECMETRIO

or . two lines or of three planes.
POINT CJF SYMMETRY'

POINTS •

p~ojeotion

See SYlJlll1etry,

~

J?OINT OF

TANGENCY

See Tangent .•

OOnRESl'ONDING POINTS.

ltne perpendioular to the major

•llipse and its auxiliary oirole,

The intersection

That which has position only.

CARDINAL POINT • See Cardinal,

The pointe where

of the point on the

• The extremity of a line.
POINT

ax~e

Three or more point•

onthe eeme line are COLLINEAR POilffS 6

The four

poi~ta,

meets the
t~at

lit

A, B qd

P, Q, of which each pair divide harmonically the line terminated by the
other pair, are called FOUR HARJWNIC POINTS,

See also Harmonically.

Two points so situated that an indefinite line is the perpendicular bi•
sector of the line joining them are said to be OPPOSITE POINTS with
speot to that indefinite line,
POLAR.

Pertaining to a pole,

POLAR DISTANCE,

See Distance •

l?OLAR DISI'ANCE OF A CIRCLE • See Circle.
POLE~

A measure of length or surface, a rod, or a square rod•

POLES

Each of the extremities of the axis of a spherical
•
body. POLES OF A CIRCLE The ends of the axis,
POLYGON• A plane figure bounded by
lines•

number of straight

The BASE of a polygon is the side on which it is supposed

to stand. -A CONCAVE
(

any

~LYGON

has at

leas~

one angle that is greater

re~

-.

-··-·--

____ ______
,
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than a straight angle. A polygon is CIRCUMSCRIBED about a circle when
its sides are

tan~ent

to the circle.

A DIAGO~~ OF A POLYGON is

a line-segment joining any two vertices-which
are not consecutive.
' .An EQUIANGULAR POLYGON has all 1 te angles equal.

POLYGON has all its sides equal.

An EQ,UIUTERAL

The EX'IERIOR ANGLES ot a poly-

'

gon are tormed by extending one side at each vertex.

ot a polygon are the sides.
ve~ticea

The FACES

A POLYGON is INSCRISED in a Qircle when ita

are on the circle and its sides are chor ds.

The PERIMETER

01 A POLYGON is the sum or ita aides.

It the line-segments from a

given point to the vertices of a given

~olygon

the same .,auo

andtl!he vp0 tt\ta ~.ot fdivie1on

are all divided in

are connected in the

same order as the vertices of the polygon, the polygon thus formed
i s said to be RADICALLY SITUATED with respect to the original
polygon.

THE RADIUS OF A REGULAR POLYGON is the· radius ot the

circumscribed circle.

A REGULAR POLYGON is both equilateral and

EQUIANGULAR' SIMILAR POLYGONS are polygons that heve their homologous
sides proportional and their homologous angles equal.
POLYGONS•

SPHERICAL

See Spherical.

POLYHEDRAL ANGLE.

A figure formed by three or more rays that .

are not coplanar and that have their origin in a common point,
together with the portions or planes determined by pairs or adjacent
rays and includea between them.

ot the polyhedral angle.

The origin of the rays is the VERTEX

The angles formed by the pairs or adjacent

rays are the FACE ANGLES • A polyhedral angle is CONVEX if every one
of its sections is a convex polygon.

It a polyhedral angle i s in-

-

- -

---
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.

tersected by a plane cutting all the edges, the polygon formed by
the intersection of the plane and the faces is a SECTION OF THE POLYHEDRAL ANGLE.
'

P OLYHEDRAL ANGLE.

.-

The figure formed by three or more rays that

are not coplanar and that hRVe their origin in a oommon point• to. gather with the portions or planes

dete~ine4

by pairl ot adjaoent

r8Ye and inoiuded between them.
POLYHEDRAL ANGLES.

Two POLYHEDRAL ANGLES are QOmRUENT U' the

equal parts of the other and are arranged in the same order.

~o

POLYHEDRAL ANGLES SYMMETRIC. The parts of one polyhedral angle are

arranged in an order that is the reverse of the order ot t he parte
of the other.
POLYHEDRON.

A Oloeed solid figure whose bounding surfaces are

planes. The BASE of a polyhedron is the faoe on which it stands.
polyhedron all of whose faces are tangent to
CIRCUMSC :~ IBED

about the sphere.

tion of it is

8

convex polygon.

8

A

given sphere is

A polyhedron is .CONVEX if every secA D!a~ONAL of a polyhedron is a line•

segment joining eny two of ita vertices not in the same face.

The

EDGES are the intersections of the faces. 'fhe bounding planes are
the FACES of the polyhedroh.

A polyhedron all of whose vertices

are on a sphere is INSCRIBED in the sphere.
POLYHEDRON '

A REGULAR

CO~

A poly~edron whose faces are congruent. regular poly-

gone and whose polyhedral angles are all congruent.

If e. polyhedron

is intersected by a plane, the polygon formed by the intersections

ot the plane and the

tac~s

is a SECTION of the polyhedron.

ve:bticea are the intersections of the edges.

The
·1
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.POLYlillDRONS • T'HO POLYHEDRONS are SD.!ILAR if they have the same
number of faces, similar to each and similarly placed, and if
thei r corresponding polyhedral angles are congruent.
POLYNOMIAL•

An algel)raic expresei,on of two or mo.r e rational

integral terms; an algebraic expression composed of parts connected by
the signs + end - is a polynomial, a lao called a multinomial.
POSITIVE.

Denoting a quantity greater than

denoting addition, or

plup,+sig~

EXPONENT. See EXPONENT.

is the symbol.
n~bers,

(Positive

~e~OI

involving or

~OSITIVE JRACTIO~

pos1tive, quantity•

pos1tive ' term)J see nouns ,
.i:"OSTULA'l'E.
POSTULATE.

A

co~struction

.t-'.ARALLEL

Only one line can be drawn through a given point paral-

lel to a given line.
POVfr:R.

assurred to be pos sible.

Thus is the Euclidian parallel postulate.

The product obtained by multiplying ·a quantity by it-

self one or more times (as 4 is the second, 8 the t hi r d, 16 the
fourth , .POWER or 2.) INDEX OF A POWER . Same as ex ponent.

•

•

a number is used twice as a factor,
~OWER

of the number.

~pe

When

product is the SECOND

When a number is used thr ee times as a f actor,

the product is the 1HIRD POW~R

~r

thij number.

Vfuen a number is

used three times as a f actor, the ,Product is the

'l'IURD

POWER of the

number •
.POWERS

A p'o lynomial is arr anged in ASCENJJi: NG ..POiYERS OF X when the

ter.m of the lo ~~ st degree in X i s placed f i rst, the term of next
higher degree second, etc., and t he· t erm not containing X placed fir s t.
When arranged in opposite order from ascend ing powers of X t he polynomial is arranged accord ing to DESCE~~I~U powers of X.
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PRIME.

Or first order; fundamental.

number) See nouns.

(Pri!·te factors, prime

A mark, as a', a", etc. added to a l etter

to

distinguish it from other •
.PRIHC.LPAL.

First in value, importance; of first order; a

capital sun.

rr ·one thing

oan be done in "m" ways, and (after it hea been done in any one
of these ways) a second thing can

~e

done in "n" waye; then the two

thines oan be done in "m" X "n" ways, .l:'RH!Cr.!.>AL 110uT,
.t'RlJ'JCIPLES OF

~RuPOR'l'lON
•

!1Riml•

•

See Root •

See !1ropQr·tion.

A polyhedron having two faQes that ar e congruont poly.

gone, s»nilarly situated in parallel planes, and the rematning faces
parallelograms.

·i'he AL'!'I'.l'UDl!: of a prism is the perpendicular

41stance between its bases,
prism.

A .t'RISM

The congruent faces are the BASES of the

liiliCU&~RIBED

ABOUT A CYLINDER

•

See CYLINDER.

A

•

prism is INSCRIBED in a cylinder when the lateral ed?:·es or the prism
are elements of the cylinder and the bases are inscribed in the bases
of the cylinder.
the prism.

The LATE.·..u. AREA of a prism is the sum or the areas or

the lateral faces.
LATEi<AL

The cylinder is said tO' be CIRCUMSCRIBED about

The intersections of the lateral faces are the

EOOJ£S • The remaining races (not including the baf?ea) are

the lateral faces of t{le prism.
its lateral

edge~

A prism is an OBLIQUE PRISM it

are oblique to the bases.

right prism whose bases are regular polygons.

A ~ULAR PRISM IS a
A prism is a RIGHT

PRISM 11" its lateral edges are perpendicular to the bases.

A

RIGHT SECTION of a prism is a section made by a plane cutting all

81
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;~e

lateral edges and perpendicular to them.

A TRUNCATED PRISM

is that part of a prism included between a base and a section
made by a plano oblique to the base which outs all the lateral edges.
~RISMATIC

SPACE.

~RIS.tATOID

•

See Space •

A polyhedron which has for baeea two polygons in

parallel planes, and for lateral faces triangles or trapezoids with
one

~ide

common with one base and the op posite

with the other base.

ve~tex

or side common

ihe ALTITUDE of a pl'ismatoid is the 1» rpondi ..

cula.r distano.e between the planes ot its bases.

'!'he MID - SECTION ot

a pr1smato1d is tho section made by a plano parallel to ite bases
and midway between them •
.t'ROBABILITY; or chance.

'l'he likelihood of an event happening,

as measured by the relative frequency of events or the kind in the
course or experience.

If a represents the favorable and b the untavor-

able possiblities, then tho sum of the two probabilities

and

is unity.

PROBLEM
IN~l'E

•

A proposition requiring something to be done.

PROBL.l!U.

A problem that has a definite number of solutions.

GENERAL PROBLEM.

numbers.

DETERM-

A problem all of the numbers in whdch are general

INDETERMINATE PROBLEM

A problem that has an indetini te

number of solutions when for a particular value of the independent
variable, a function takes on one of the forms

o"

Q_
0 ,

0·

d::>

,

o.o- ...o ,

, etc. it is said to be indeterminate, and the function

is not defined for that value of the independent variable by the given
analytical expression.

PROBLEMS• .Jn industrial and mechanical work 1t is often nee-

--
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essary to find the amount of ttme needed to complete a certain piece
of work, especially when several persons or o1aohines are involved.
Suoh problems are W6RK PROBLEMS.

PRODUCED.

Pert~ining

to a segment drawn out to a greater

length.
~RODUCT
•

' _The result obtained by multiplying together two or

•

more nl.li!lbers.

'J.'he .t'RODUCT ot two line-se@llents such GIS A and

:e,

wtttten AB, is the product or their numerical measures;
~ROGRESSION.

A succession ot

q~tities

in

wh~oh

there ie

a constant relation between each member and tne one preoeeding it.

ARin~mTICAL PROGRESSION•
common difference.
ati ve.

The members increase or decrease by a

'!'he camnon difference mey be positive or neg-

GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION

~

b:ach member is derived from the

preoeeding one by multiplication by a constant factor.

'rhe constant

taotor is called the common ratio of the -progression.
~ROJECTION.

The act, process, or result of projecti ng; the

projecting of a figure, etc., upon a surface, or the representation
or picture formed.

CE~~

PROJECTION.

When any object is projected

from the eye, and a plane is intercepted between the eye and the object,
there will be for each ray or light from t he object to t he e;,re a point
projected on this plane,the figure in t he plane resulting from the aggregate of points is ·a proj ection of the object and t he process ot obtaining t his fi gure is called central projection.

Parallel and ortho-

graphic projection are special cases of central projection.

When the

eye is considered to be at an infinite distance from t he object.
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The orthogonal projection of a liao-segment upon a given line is
the part of the line between the feet of the perpendiculars drawn
from the extremities of the line-segment to __the given line.

The line-

segment may touch or intersect the given line, or may lie entirely
outside it.
~ROOF.

A course of reasoning by which the truth or falsity of

any
,. atateme_nt is logically established. 'lh~ method ot: proof that
asserts that ~reposition under conaid~ration is true if anothor prop-_
oattion is true, and so on, step by step, until a known truth is raachedt
is the ANALY·dC J>ll!;'l'nOD

·.1.·he .lN:OIREC'l' lV.' ETHvP uF .t-'UOUl!' or tiElJUC'l'IO AD

AB.S'URDUM assumes the proportion false then shovrs the,t this assUJllption
is absurd.

j

BY

•

~UPEHPOSITIUN

~iee

Super_.fosi tion.

SYNTHETIC METHOD of

proof is putting together some known truths in order to obtain a new
truth.

I

.PROP.l!:H FRACTlVl'J•
PROPORTION•

T

3

See Fraction.

The equality of two ratios.

In the proportion

~ J J, is the mean proportional between a and e.

the three t erms are in CONTIHUED PIDPOUTION• The
PROPORTION ar e the fundamental laws of proportion.
of a proportion are the four numbers.

In this case

~RINCIPLES

The FOUR

OF A
TERW~

See extremes and means.

PROPORTIONAL . Having the same or a constant ratio or relation •
•
One of the quantities of a proportion. The last term of a proportion

"'

is the FOURTH PROPORTIONAL to the other three, provided the second and
third t erms are unlike.

If in a proportion, the two means are equal,

this comnon mean is the MEAN PROPORTIOf\AL, or GE01-1ETRIC timAN, between the two extremes. \Vhen three t erms ar e in continued proportion,
the last term is the '!Hnm PROPORTIONAL to the other two terms.
''

''

J

---- -----
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PROPOSITION.

Either a theorem or a

prob~em.

A GEO~ffiTRIC PROP-

OSITION is a statement concerning certain properties of geometric
figures.

PYTFLAGOREAN PROPOSITION.
'

-- The sum

of the squares on the sides

of a right triangle ia equal to the square on the hypotenuse.
PROTRACTOR.

An instrument for laying down and measuring angles

on paper.
PURE QUADRATIC.
PURE Iri..AGINARY

See

Quad~atio.

EQJATlOl~.

PURE D!JAGillARY NUMBER,
~~ID.

See

Equat~on,

See Humber.

A polyhedron bounded by a polygon and a number of tri•

angles that have a common vertex.

The ALTITUDE OF A PYRAMID is

the perpendicular distance from the vertex to the plane or the base.
The BASE of a pyramid is the polygon.

A pyramid is CIRCUMSCRIBED

about a cone when the lateral faces are tangent to the cone and the
base of the pyramid is circumscribed about the base or· the cone.

A

truncated pyramid is a FRUSTUM of a pyramid if the intersecting plane is
parallel to the base • .HEIGHT OF PYRAMID. Same as altitude.

A pyramid is

INSCRIBED in a cone when the lateral edges of the pyramid are elements
of the cone and the base of the pyramid is i nscribed in the base of
the cone.

The LATE t-:AL FACES of a pyramid are the trianglel!l.

pyramid is QUADRANGULAR if its base is a quadrilateral.

A

A REGULAR

PYRJ\li:1ID has a regular polygon for its base and the perpendicular from
the vertex to the base meets the base at the center of the polygon.
'me SLANT HEIGHT of a r egular pyramid is the altitude of one of the
race triangles. The SLANT HEIGHT of the frustum of a regular pyra-

mi'

is the qltitude of one of the lateral faces.

SPHERICAL PYRAMID.

------ ------ -- ---- - -
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TRIANGULAR PYRAMID '

See Spherical.

A tetrahedron.

A TRUNCATED PY-

RAMID is the part of a pyramid included between the base and a plene
cutting all the lateral edges.

The
camnoh vertex of t he lateral faces
'
.~

or the pyramid is the vertex or the pyramid.
J!YRAJ1:1IDAL SURFACES. See Surfaces.

c.)

PYTHAGORAS (5807 - 8007 B.
and

~robably

He was the greatest pupil

born on the island or Samoa near Asia

~inor.

ar

~ales

Ho was one or

the most remarkable men ot antiquity and gave to ue many or the~roots ot
theorems given in our geome tries or today.

tie is oe.id to have been the

first one to prove that the square on the hypotenuae or a r i ght Q.ngle is
equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides,
l~THAGORIAN

PROPOSITION•

See Propositon.

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM _ The square of the hypotenuse of a

•

ric~t

tri•

angle is .i. to the sum of the squares of the legs, · This theorem is called
the Pythagorean Theorem, deriving its name from Pythagoras; the Greek
mathematician who formulated it.
presented.
about 525 B.

Many proofs of this theorem have been

The first proof of the theorem is attributed to Pythagoras

c.,

but his method of demonstration is unknown,

Euclids proot

is purely geometric wp1le that of the hindu Mathema t icians is algebraic
in bharacter.
QUADRANGULAR PYP.AMID.
QUADRANT 4

See Pyr amid.

One quarter of a circumference or area of a circle.

QUADRATIVE OF A CIRCLE.

See Circle.

QUADRATIC. Square, involving the square and no higher power ot
t he

unY~own

quant i ty.

A quadratic equation that con t ains both the

second and the first powers of one unknown number is an AFFEC'IED

- - - - · · · - - -- - - -
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QUADRATIC. BINOMIAL QUADRATIC. A binomial of the second order.
C~~LETE

QUADRATIC. A quadratic equation .which contains both the

second power end the first power otthe un}mown and a constant term;
if !t contains only the second power or the second power and one of tho
other terms 1t is called an ,.tHCOMPU:'l'E JiVADRATIC.
· Q.uadratio

Funct~on)

See Uoune.

(Qua~ratio

Figure,

.PURE r.,UA.DRATIC an oquation that con-

tainB only the second power of the unknown number,

(Quadratic Equation,

~uadratio

~UADRATlO

equation in two variables) See Equation.

SURD.

See Surd.
Q,UADRATRIX.

A curve invented by lU,pp$-as (? 4BO B.

c.)

in hie

attempt to divide en angle into any n\l3bel' of equal pnrts,
QUADRILATERAL • A polygon of four sides,
Character or nature. Signs of quality,

QUALITY.
+and~

when used to denote positive and negative numbers,

QUALITIES

•

The

+ and

- signs denote OPPOSING Q.UALITIES

of numbers and are used to distinguish between OPPOSITE
~~: :_ ,

1be signs

..:tUANTITY.

QUAl~ITIES.

Anything that can be increased, diminished, or nc asured;

as any portion of time or space, any distance, force or weight. QUANTITY
is often used to denote number.
ceeded by a minus ( -) sign.

NEGATIVE QUANTITY one that is pre-

OPPOSITE QUANTITIES are

by t he plus ( + ) and minus ( -) signs.

distinguis~ed

POSITIVE Q.UANTITY one that is
;

preoeeded by a plus {+) sign.

VARIABLE Q.U.ANTITY i a changing number.

RATIO OF TWO CONCRETE QUANTITIES has meaning only if they are of
the same unit.

This ratio is the quotient of their measures in terms

of the same unit or measures.
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Q. E. D. stands for "quod erant demonstrandum", which was to
be prov8d.

Q. E. F. stands for "quod erat _faciendum", whioh was to be
done.

--

.• ···-
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RADICAL.

An indic Ated root of any algebraic or arithmetic ex-

pression,as, ~ ,

Vs , v;;:r,

sions of the form

a. -t-

•

CONJUGATE RADICALS are radical expres•

Vb and d -~ .J lfi. ·.,.. ~ and

EQUATION an indicated root of any equation.
·'

.j ••,

VX - 1ij

•

RADICAL

SIMILAR RADICALS Rad·

•

ioals that i n their sirnpleet f'orJn are of' the same order and have the
'

. >··

earne radicand •
KADICJUi0 6

The number whose indioa~ed root is to ~~ found.

is the expression under the radical

It

sign~

.HADros. '.i'l).e line se€'1llent whtoh joins the center to anr point
on the oirole.
on a curve.

FOCAL RADIUS.

A lino joining the foous to any point

(Radius of a circle, ratiua of' a regular polygon,

radius or a sphere); see Nouns.
RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF A CURVE OF A POINT.

'!he reo iprocal of' the

curTature of' the curve at that. point.
RADIAN.

The angle, which, when the vertex is placed at the center

of a circle, intercepts an aro equal to the radius of the circle.
One radian

RATE,

(-1¥-) •

57.30 approx •

A number of unite of length in the unit of time.

1~e

RATE of' uniform motion is the number of units of space traversed in
each

~it

of' time, is the SPEED or RATE And is represented by R.
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ratio of greater inequality, r atio of inequality, ratio of similtude) see nouns,
ber.

Reciprocal Ratio, is one (1) divided by the num-

'l'R!GUNOMETRIC RATIOS are the

secant, and coeseoant,

..

cosine, tangent, cotangent,

~i.ne,

These ratios are defined in

term~

of the sides

of a right triangle and are used in indirect measurement of heights and
diatanoes.
,.

VALUE vF A RATio, the quotient expressed in its lowest

'I.-'

•·
.,,

RATIONALt

~ressible

oannot be extracted,

in finite terms; involving no root whioh

Opposed to

impe~ioal •

RATIONAL INTEGRAL FUNCTION• See function,
RATIONAL NUMBER.
RA.TIONALIZAING

•

See Number,
The process of multiplying an expression con-

taining a surd by any expression that will make the product rational,
RATIONALIZING Tlill DENOMINATOR• See
RATIONALIZING A FACTOR,
RATIONALIZING A SURD,
REAL NUMBER,
~IPROCAL

Denominator~

See Factor,
See Surd,

See Number,

The RECIPROCAL of a number is unity (1) divided by

that number,
RECIPROCAL EQ.UATION

See Equation,

RECIPROCAL RATIO,

See Ratio,

~

RECTANGULAR.

See Coordinate.
,

RECTANGULAR COORDINATE.
RECTANGULAR GRAPH.
RECURRING EQUATION,

See Coordinate,

See Graph,
See Equation,

"REDUCTIO .AD .ABSURDUM". Sometimes called an indrect proof.

A process

ot reasoning where in a statement is assumed to be false and then it is

\.
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shown that the assumption is absurd.
REWCTION. The process or changing the form or an expression
·~'

without changing its value.
IUCDUC~~TION OF A SURD•

,.

· ·~.
\

See Fraction.

See Surd,

REwENTRANT A.NGLE.

'

REDUC....TI ON OF FRACTION.

See Angle.

Tho number wbich added to the subtrahend gi vee the
.

minuen~. What which is left atter subtraction or divieion.
I I

RIMAINDER THEOREM,

See 'l'heorem.

•'

.·

REOfANGI:E. ·A. pal'allelogrem all or wqose angles are right englos •
RECTANGULAR PARALLELEPIPED,

See Parallelpiped,

,.

RECURRING EQUATION,

An

equation that repeats itself after a series

or operations,
RECURRING FRACTION,

See Fraction,

RECTALINEAL FIGURE,

See Figure •

REFLEX ANGLE•
REGULAR

See Angle.

Governed by one law throughout (as a REGULAR polygon,

one having all its angles equal and all its sides equall (Regular
octagon, regular polygon,

r~l gular

polyhedron, regular prisms regular

tetrahedron) See nouns.
RELATION,
action•

The state of being connected, or a particular conn-

PYTHAGOREAN RELATION,

See Pythagorean.

SIGNS OF RELATICN,

Sign of equal! ty (:) ~ sign of ideni ty ~ , sign of inequality ( > or <. )
the opening being toward the greater quantity.
REPRESENTATION

•

symbol; in the like.

,,

Expression or designation by some term, character•
G~>HICAL

REPRESENTATION•

See Graphical.

·-- · · .
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RESULT.

A quantity, value, etc., obtained by calculaction.

ING THE RESULT.

CHECK-

See CHecking.

REVOLUTION.

The angle fomed when a line turns around one of

1 ts extremities until 1t comes to- its origi"nal peai·tion.

COMPLETE REVOLUTION

CYLINDER OF REVOLUTION

Also a

A right circular cy-

linder is suoh because it maynbe generated by the revolution of a
, rectangle

~bout

one side ae an axie.

SJNILAR CONES OF REVOLUTION.

The cones generated, if two stmilar risnt triangles are revolved
sides as axes•

abo\.\~ oorreepon~ing

SIMn.AR CYLINDERS OF nEVOLUTION.

The oylinders generated, if two similar rectangles are revolved about
corresponding sides as axeB.
RHOMBOID,

A parallelogram with all its angles oblique.

RHOMBUS.

A quadrilateral at.l of whose sides are equal.

RHETORIC STAGE,
R~~~(l826

shy genius.

See Stage.

- 1866 A. D. ) He was an extraordinarily gitted but

tie laid the foundation for a general theory of functions of

a complex variable•

he developed a new non-Euclidian geometry, carrying

his ideas or space to n dimensions.
RIGHT ANGLE.

See Angle.

RIGHT CIRCULAR CONE,

See Cone •

RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER.
RIGHT CYLINDljll.
RIGHT NUl,ffiER.

See Cylinder.
See Number •

RIGHT PARALLELOPIPED.
HIGHT PRISM,

See Cylinder.

See Parallelopiped.

See Prism
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RIGH'l' SECTION.

See Section.

RIGHT SIDES OF' AN EQUATION.

See Equation.

RIGHT SECTION OF ANGLE.

.~gle;

RIGHT 'l'HIANGLE.

See

A t1·ie.ngle one of whose angles is a right angle •

•

LEGS OF RIGHT Tl\IA.NGLE.

The tvro sicl.etJ adjacent to the righ'b angle.

HOOT OF .A;N EQUATION.

/my value of the unlmown number that satisfies

the equa.tionJ ;Root of a nt.unber oue of its equal pCU'ta.

Th.e,t number whose

nth power is a given numQer is eaid to be the nth :root of the given number.
CUBE

RO~T,

one of the three equal

(Also THIRD ROOT).
root sign (

-rr- )

See Extraneous.

~«~ootors

whose p1•oduot is the number.

EVEN ROOT, a. root ~hose inde~ is an even number.
to denote what root is intended.

INDEX

EXTRANEOUS ROOTS.

PRINCIPAL ROOT, the real root which has the same sign

as the number itself.

SQ.UARE ROOT (Seoond root), one of the t w-.-o equa.l

faotors whose product is the number.

SET OF ROOTS•

A set of values

for the unknovms satisfying an eque.tion in t-vro or more unknowns or a.
system of such equations •
HULE •

A determinate method prescribed for performing an operation.

The mthod of finding the fourth term in a proportion men three terms
@ire given.
plication,)

~-;:~:.
,~,

'I

'

~
)

(Rule of Hypotenuse.
See Notms.

H.ule of Computation, Rule of' Multi-
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SALIENT ANGLE.

See Angle.
)

S~vm AF~~CTION

less than 90°.

Of two angles, if both are greater or both are

They are of OPPOSITE AFFECTION it one is greater and
0

the other l ess than 90 •
SATISFY'

To fulfill the requirements or conditions.

AN EQUATION both sides of the equation
oe~tain valu~ s

ot the unknown

~educed

To SATISFY

to the same number for

numbe~Q.

SCALE. A mathematical instrument consisting or a slip of wood,
ivory, or metal, with one or more sets of opaoes graduated and numbered
on its surface, for measu,ring or laying oft distances, dimensions, etQ.

A series of spaoes marked by lines, reprQsenting proportional larger
distances; as a scale of miles for a map.

A basis tor the numerical

system, as, the decimal scale • .t.RITHMETIO SCALE.
equally spaced.

DLAGONAL

so~.

is based upon principles of
SCALE .

•

A

.L'he numbers are

1

An instrument whose construction

pro~ortional

line segments.

LOGARI~UO

table of logarithms marked off to scale along the edges ot a

An arrangement of numbers represented geometrically
•
on a straight line with reference to a poin~ 0 in that line; from lett

rule.

NUMBER SCALE .

to right along the number soale the numbers are increasing; from right
to left along the numbers scale the numbers are decreasing.
ING.

SCALE DRAW-

A system of proportion by which def i nite magnitudes represent de-

finite magnitudes.
,

An application of t he princiyle of similarity.

SCALE

OF RELATIONS See Relations.
SCALENE

SOIIOLIUM.
Soho.

= symbol

Uneven, unequal.

SCALINE 'l'RI.ANGLE

•

See 'J.'riangle.

A r emark upon some particular feature of a proposition.
for scholium.
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A straight line of indefini t e length that cuts a circle

in t wo distinct points, or it is an extended chord of the oirole.
Trigonometry it is the ratio -of the hypotenuse to the adjacent
of a right angle.

In

~eg.

1be part or a secant which lies between an external

point and the second point, of intersection with the circle is the

,.

LENGTH uF .. 'lHE. SECANT from the EX'.L'EIU-1/tL .POINT.
SECoND•

Next after the first in or4er, place, etc.

pert of a minute of time or angle.
.1-'ow~r.

SEC01ID ROOT •

SECTION.

'!'he sign is ".

The sixtieth

SECOIID !)OWER.

f..

oee Root.

'l"'he intersection of a plane and a surface.

A part out

oft or separated, or so conceived of; divison, portion; slice.
SEC'!'lON.

See

See Conic. GOLDEN SECTION.

CONIC

The division of a line in ex-

treme and mean r atios which occurs in Euclid in two propositions with
different method of construction.
Polyhedral Angle, Section of a

(Section of a o)'lindcr, Section of

~olyhedron•

Section of a Sphere; A

Right l;lection of a Prima is a section ma de by a plane perpendicular
to the late' al

~e.gee

of the prism.

rtight ::>ection of a Cylinder)

See I'4ouns.
SEC'l'OR.
between them.

An

area bounded by two radii of a circle and the aro

ANGLE OF THE SECTOR.

SECTOR OF A CIRCLE.

See Circle. SPHi!:RICAL

1

SE~~.

The angle

betwe~n

s:~CTOR
•

•

the two radii.

See Spherical.

A part cut oft from a fi gure by a line or a plane, as

a part ·or a circular area contained by an aro and its chord.

The

MID-POINT ot a LINE-SEGMENT is the point which divides the s·egment
into two equal segments.

A

s~-;GMENT

OF A CIRCLE is the figure formed '

.

----------- - -- - -
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by a chord and its subtended arc.
SPHERICAL S1GMENT•
allel planes.

SEGMENI' OF LINE'

See Line.

4portion of a sphere contained between two par-

If one of the para~l~l planes is tangent to the sphere,

the segment is a segment of one base,
SEGMENI'S • EQUAL SEGMENTS 4

The extremities ot the two segments

I

ooinoid~ w~en

See Line

placed one on the other.

RATI O OF TWO LINE-SEGMENTS.

Segme~t.

SEMI.CtRCLE,

An

aro Qf halt a

SEMICIRCUFEREN:JE
SERIES.

o1ro~e •

• Halt a oiroumferenoo.

A succession ot quantities of terms related in some

defi nite way to one another

o~

to another quantity or quantities,

DIVERG.ENI' Th'FINITE SERIEs.

The sum or the first n terms of an in-

finite series does not approach a definite limit when n •
and has no f'ini te sum.
number of terms•
ot t el"DUJ.

INFINITE SlmiES'

;

A series ha ving a l imited

A aeries having an unlimited numbe r

I HF INITE CONVERGENr SERIES• An infinite aeries having.

the sum of t he first n
definitely,

FINITE SERIES

oo

te~s

approach a limit 1 as n is increased in-

The limit is said to be the SUM of the infinite series.

INFINITE GEOMETRIC SERIES. A geometric series in which the number ot
terms, such as ar ar +- a,... J; , ... , is unlimited.

RECURRThlG SERIES,

A series in which each term after the nth term bears a uniform relation to
the n preoeeding terms.

If n

=1,

the series is ot the FIRST

ORDh~,

it n• 2, it is of the second order, and so on.
SET OF ROOTS.

See Roots •

SEXTANT• The sixth part of a circle; an instrument used in measuring
angular distnaces,

-----·
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SHANKS (1812 .. 1882) He worked out the· value of

-rr correct to

707 decimal places.
SIDE.
SIDE•

One of the surfaces or lines bounding a figure.

The side pertaining to the front, or first side.

INI T ~-L

TEm.rmAL S.lDE.

The side pertaining to the end.
SlDESe

The SIDES of an OJ'lgle are the two linea which form it.

HOW)LOGOUS SIDES.

The corresponding Qides of sil'@.lar triap.gles.

The sides of an angle when

vie~d

from the vertex are RIGijT and

LEF'T SIDES, respectively.
SIDES 01~ 'l'lUJIJ:TGLE•
SIGN•

Sea Triangle,

A conventional mark, figure, or symbol used technically

insteo.d of the word or vrords which it presents.

(Sign of direction,

sign of a fl"action, siE;n of opera.tion,sign of opposition, sign of
quality, sign of va.riation)J see nouns.
SIGUS•

Plural of sign, (Signs of a bbrevi ation, signs of operation,

signs of relation, signed numbers); see nouns.
SHULAR.
REVOLUTION.

Alike in shape, irrespective of size.
See r evolution.

CYLINDER OF REVOLUTION.

SHU LAR CYLI1'DER

See Revolution.

•

SII.IILA.H COIJES OF

Se e Cylinder.

SIMilAR

(Similar figures, similar

fl"a6tions, similar polyhe drons, similar radicals, similar surds, similar
terms, similar triang les); see nouns.
I

SILIILtillLY PlACED•
SlliaLITUDE•

See Placed.

Likene ss, or similarity.

If the lines joining oor-

responding vertices of two similar polygons are concurrent the point in
which these lines meet is c alled t he CENTER OF SILI LI TUDE.

I
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RATIO OF STh1ILITUDE OF 'TWO POLYGONS~

The ratio of any two homologous lines

in similar polygons.
SD•1PLE EQ.UATION.

See Equation •

•

sn~lPLEST

FORfl. OF A RA.DIO.AL•

SDdULTANEOUS.

Existing,

SIMULTANEOUS E((.UATIONS.
SINE.

See Radioel.

occurin~

or operating at the samt time.

$eo Equations, .SDWLATANEOUS SYST~M.

The ratio of the oppodte side over the hypthenuse ot' a

triangle. The constant ratio of tne aide opposite
right

See System.

.trunsu ~..and

the hypotenuse.

an

acute angle or a

A perpetldiouler line drewn from one

extremity of an arc or a circle to the c1iameter which pasaee through its
other extremity.

COVERSED SINE,

One minus the sine.

LAW OF SINES.

'l'he

equations given, the relationship_ or _the sides of a triangle to tne angle

---- ---

opposite those sides; e. i.

~ ~ ~8

VEI.1SED SINE

•

•

One

minus the cosine
SINGULAR POINT

Certain points at which a plane curve has pec\,llltarities

are called singular points.
SIZE.

The cusp is an example,

The dimensions, proportions, or magnitude (linear, square,

solid, numerical, etc.) of anything.
SKEW,

SIZE OF ANGLE.

Hadng an oblique dire ction or position.

See Angle.
SKEW LINE.

See

Line.
SLANT HEIGHT
See Cone.

Slanting; oblique height. SLANT HEIGHT OF CONE.

SLANT PIEIGh"T OF J4'RUSTUM OF Co:t-m•

· HEIGHT OF FRUSTUM OF PYR111r:ID.
See Pyramid.
SLOPE.

See Derivative.

See Frustum.

See Frustum.

SLANT

SLANT HEIGHT OF PYRAMID.

..

--
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I

.
l

IMALL.
OF SPHERE.

Of lL7ii ted size. g ,':ALL CIRCLE. ·See Cirole.
See Sphere.

&-toOTH LINE GP.APH.
SOLID.

See Graph.

A portion or space campletely enclosed by a surface or

a combination of surfaces; that whioh has length,
The /IL'l'I'I'Ul)E OF A SOLID is tha perpendioule.r

est

~oint

SMALL CIRCLE

upon the plane of the base,

btea~th,

drop~

and thickness.

d from 1 ts high-

The BASE OF A SOLID ie that

one of its faces which Vfe c;Jelect tor distinction.

GEOMI£TRIO SOLID.

A limited portion of space, suoh as that bounded by a sphere, or a
cube,
ETRY.

J.JHYSICAL SOLID

eto~

•

~~e

substance or a space.

SOLID GEOM•

See Geometry,
SOLIDS.

CONGRUENT SOLIDS,

ALENT SOLIDS

Two solids that

SOLUTION.

Two solids that ooinoide,
ho ~e

EQUlV-

the same volume.

The result of _certain mathematical processes.

ALGEBRAIC

The solution or the problem is accomplished by the use of

SOLUTION

the equation.

A pair or values of X and Y s'a tisfying both equations

is a COM.!ON SOLUTION of THE TWO EQ.UATIONS. THE GRAPHICAL SOLUTION of
two linear e(!uetions consists in plotting the two equation~ and findi~
from the graph the value of X and the vulue of Y at the point or i ntersection.

The SOLUTI ON 0 r a problem is the result of the processes

suggested or re(!uired by the problem.
SOLUTION OF 'lHE EQ.UATION•
SOLVING AN EQUATION.
SPACE.
vo~ume.

See E(!ua tion.

See E(!uation.

An interval of time.

A limited portion of distance, area or

An expanse extending in all directions indefi nitely.

GEOMETRY

--
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OF SPACE.

See Geometry.

- ..... --· --··
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'l'l'~!!MS.

By the definition of prismatic surface,

when its faces ere taken in certain assignable order, each face,
beginning with the first race, m, intersects its succeeding face;
if also the last race, mn, intersects the first face, t hen the prismatic
surface is a aid to enclose a PRISMA'l'IC SPACE.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

'!he ratio or the weight of a given volume or

any substance to that of the same volume of some other subetance
taken as a etand Brd, wa ter being tlle standard for solids and liquids,
and hydrogen o;o air for gases; relative density.
SPHI~RE.

A.

o~oaed

See 01-avity.

solid figure bounded. by a ourve(l surface

e

fll.f~lY

point of which is equidistant from a point within called the CENTER.
The intersection of a sphere made by a plane is a CIHCLE OF A SPHERE.
TIJE DIAMETER OF A

is a line-segment through the center term...

SPIL~RE

inating in the surface,

GREAT CIRCLE OF A ::>PHERE .

•

A circle of a

sphere whose plane contains the center of the sphere.

The RADIUS

or a sphere is a line-segment from the center to any point on ita
surface.

SMALL CIRCLE OF sPHERE,

does not contain the center.

A circle of t he sphere whose plane

A GEC110N OF A SPHERE is made by a

plane is a circle.
SPHERICAL.

Pertaining to a sphere.

SPH!!;RICJJ:. At'{GLE

The angle

formed by two intersecting arcs of great circles on a s phere.
arcs are the SIDES of the
the VERT.li;X.

ane~e,

The

and the poimt of intersection is

A spherical angle is ACU'l'E, OBTUSE, RIGHT' etc., accord-

ing as the angle between the tangents ie acute, obtuse, right, etc.
SPI-lliRICAL

Dl~GREE.

SPI:L"..RICAL DISTANCE.

See Degree •
See Distance.

A
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SPHERICAL EXCESS.
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The number of degrees of a spherical triangle

by which the sum of the angles exceeds two right angles.

The num-

ber of degrees of a s pher i cal polygon by. which the sum of the angles
exceeds (n-2) straight angles.
SPHERIC.AL POLY<IJN.
arct~

of great Qircles.

,. polygon;

A closed figure on a spnere bounded by
'l'he SPHERICAL ANGLES are the e.nglea of the

A spherical polygon i" CONVEX if ite polyhedral

the center ie convex.

DIAGONAL OF A SPHERICAL POtYGON

great oirole connecting any two non-consecutive ver tioes.

~Jlgle

at

The arc of the
The SIDES

ot a spherical polygon are the nros; their points of i nter.sect ion, the
vertices.
SPH.Ii:RIC.AL PYRAMID. A solid having a spherical polygoh tor a
base and for lateral faces the faces of the polyhedral angle formed
by connecting the ve r tices of the base with the center of the sphere.
SPHERICAL SECTOR.

That portion ot a sphere ge.erated by the

revolution ot a circular sec tor about any diameter of its circle as an
axis.
SPHERICAL SIDMENT.
SPHERICAL SURFACE,
from

th~

See Segment.
A surface which is everywhere equally di stant

center.

SPHERICAL TRIANGLE

See Triangle.

SPH.ISRIOAL WEDGE. See Wedge.
1

SQUARE.

An

equilateral rectangle.

number or quantity.
the width.
S8Ee number.

The second poVIer of a

The AREA or a SQ.UARE equals the length times

SQUARE OF A MONOMIAL.
PERFECT SQUARE.

An

See Monomial.

Square or a number.

expression that may be separated
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into two equal factors.

TRINOMIAL SQ.U.ARE.

A

trinomial which is the

square of a binomial.
SQUARES.

THE DIFFER;>;IDES OF THE SQ.UAJL S OF TWO NUMBERS.

The product when the sum of two numbers is multiplied by the differenoe of the same two numbers,
S~UARE

UTCH

ONE SQUARE INCH.

•

A ~quare, eaob side of which

is one i noh in length.
SQUARE ROOT.
STAGE.

See Root.

A step or a de gree in a process .

RHETORICAL STAGE.

A

stage in which all solutions are wirtten out in tvll, much as in
arithmetical analysis• THE SY1ffiOLIC STAGE.

A stage in whioh symbols

are used to denote numb ers, operations, and relations.
STRAIGHT.

Stretched or extended; a line generated by a point

moving constantly in the same direction,

STRAIGHT ANGLE.

An angle

whose sides extended in exactly opposite directions from the vertex,
forming a straigh t line; an nngle of 180 degrees.

STRAIGHT LH!E

See Line.
SUBNORMAL

The length of the projection of the normal on the

axis or x, from the point where the normal outs the curve to the point
where it

c~ta

the axis) x, is called the length of the subnormal.

STURM'S THEOREM See Theorem.
I

SUBTANGENT.

0

The length of the projection of the tangent ·on the

axis of x, from the point of tangency to the curve to its intersection
with the axis of x is called the length of the subtangent.
SUBTEND.

•·J'

'l

~

To extend under, or be opposite to as, the hypotenuse

-···
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or a right sri·angl(' subtends the right angle; a chord subtends the arc
whose extremities it joins.
SUBSCRIPTS.

1~e

arc is subtended by the chord.

Something wri tt·e n below a number or letter for purposes
t.

of identification and having no numerical signii'ioanoe, as ~<., 4X. 3 Jt...,J tw
are read X sub zero, 4 X sub three, the square or t sub 111 respectiply_, ik,
·'

SUBSTI'IV'l'Jil•

To put (one number, or lette r ) in plate or another

when a number 1e put in

p~aoe

or a

11t~rel

number, it is said to be

SUBSTITUTED tor the literal number •
IUBSTITUTION• The placing or one
CYLIC SUBSTITUTION

•

Q~pression

into anothQr expreesion.

The process of obtaining one formula from another

by systamatio substitution.
SUBSTITUTION METHOD

The value of one unknown is found in terms

of the other from one of the given equations, and by substituting
this value for that unknown in the other equation.
SUBTRACT.

To take (one number or quantity) from another; deduct.

SUBTRACTION.
another.

The process of taking one number or equation from

ALGEBRAIC SUBTRACTION•

~he

operation of finding the other

pert, having given an algebraic sum and one of ita parts•
SUBTRAHEND.

The number or quantity to be taken from another (the

minuend) in the operation of subtraction.
SUM

The result obtained by adding two or more numbers.

ALGEBRAIC SUM OF TWO OR MORE NUMBERS

'l'he

The number or result obtained

by adding them according t o the rules regarding positive and negative
numbers.

The SUM of TWO All~.

two angles adjacent to each other.

The total angle formed by placing
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SUMMATION OF A Sl<.:RIES.

The process of finding an expression

for the sum of all its terms •
•
SUPi:."RPOSI TION The process

?t:- plao ing one geome tric figure

upon another t o show whe ther they are equal or unequal.

In THEORETICAL

SUPERPOSITION the process is ~agined to be done.
SUPPLEMENT ,

The quantity by whioh an angle or an aro falls short

of 190° or a se~oirole.
SUPl?LElvlENTARY ANGLES.
straight angle.
SURD.

J!.iach or the angles is the eupplemen.t of the other.

An indicated root of a positive number which ce.nnot be

exactly obtained,

ALGEBRAIC SURD, A surd whose radicand is an algebraic

express ion, AlU'l'tll•lliTIC SURD
number.

Two angles who::-.e sum is equal to a

• A surd

whose radio and is an ari thmetioel

BIN011IAL SURD. A binomial, one or both of whose t erms ar e surds,

BINOMIAL QUADRATIC SUIID.

A binomial surd whose surd term or terms are

or the second order. ENTIRE SURD or

~E

rational coefficient except unity.

MIXED SURD.

fioient expressed.
ALIZI}~

gi vee

A SURD.

Q,UADRATIC SUIU>

A surd that has no
A surd having a coer-

A surd or the sec ond orderl

RATION-

The process or multiplying the sur d by a number t h at

a rational product.

RE:otJCTION OiF A SURD•

form without changing ita value.
SURDS.

•

SURD.

CONJUGATE SUBDS.

SURD EXPRESSION.

The changing or 1 ts
See Expression.

Two binomial quadra tic surds t h at differ

only in sign or o~e of the terms.

LIKE SURDS have, or ca~b e so re-

duced as to have, the same irrational f actor; otherwise they are UNLIKE SUHDS.

SIMILAR SURDS. ; are surds which in their simpl est form

are of the s8Ille degree and h a ve the same radio and, as 3 1/i.. and -7 v'"j_

•

- ------------------·--·- - - - -
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SURFACE.

'l~"'D.1S

An e xtension having only•two dimensions; the boundary

between two solid spaces not adjacent to a third space; the bound ary
of a solid.

The .AREA or NUM.l!:RICAL ME.Ab""URE of a SURFACE is the

number of times that it contains the unit of measure.

CONIC SURFACE.

See Conic. CURVED SURFACE. A surface no part of which is a plane.
CO~

CONIC SURFACE.

-· GEOM.I~'miC

SU'Rl!'AOE,

See Conic.

CYLINDRICAL SURFACE.

See Lateral. PLANW SURFACE. See Plane.

~URFACE.

A aurtaoe which is determined by any
line, PYRAMIDAL SURFACE, A surfaQe
point, and moves eo that

~t

thr~e

SURFACES.

Any

defini ~ e

of its

gener qt~~

poin t~

not i n a straight

by e, line pass1,ng through a

always touches a qonvea polygon whose

plane does not contain the fixed point.
UNIT OF SURFACE.

Cylindrical.

The boundary oonunon '\;o t wo adjaoent

portions of spaoe. LATERAL

fi~ed

~ee

SPHERICAL SURFACE.

See Spherical.

portion of a surface.

EQ,UIVALENT SURFACES,

'l'wo surfaces . which have the

same area.
SURVEYOR'S CrUUNS

•
for measuring distances.

An instrument commonly used by surveyors
!t is made up of a s uccession of links

heving loops at the ends, which are connected by
S'Th-2SOL.

rin ~s.

A sign, le tter,~ fi gure, or other character or mark ,

or eombinatltlon of l etter s or t he l j ke, used to represent something.
Si1mOLS.

The follo*ing are some of the symbols that er e commonly

used in mathematics:

-t-

plus; - minus.• or X mul t~plied by;

I

by; ,'. therefore; •, ·
_

6.

or I

divided

s ince or because; : equals or is equivalent to;
is congruent to; > is greater than;

is identical with; ::::::

less than; '"'"' is similar;

+

L

angle; rt. L

triangle; /A. triangl es; a

, right angle; b.

parallelogram;

_L

1....

is

ang·l ~3 ;

perpendicular;

''
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perpendiculars;

0) circles;

1

HB arc

+

not equal to;
'I

parallel;

R8

f/s

parallels;

0

circle;

---;;;> approaches as a lii:Ji t;

is no t le Bs than;

f

=/=-

is

is. not gr eater than; "inches

9 ' section; ( ) pnl,'aenthe sis; [ J
braces; ¢::P rectangle; U ~pproachea; : si gn of ratio

or seconds; 'feet or minuets;
brackets; {

f

'is to; ;__ vinculum;
· tinuation.-

· s~MJJOLS

UF uRUU.t'lNG,

s:t.gn of con-

See Grouping.

Exhibit i ng symmetry or harmonious relation in the size,

SIMME'l'RIC,
• 1

vertical bar J 'and so on'

form, and arrangement of parts on opposite sides of a plane, line, or
point, as · a whole, or its form of orranr:emen t '· or 1 ts parts as correspondine one with another,

SYM-i1ETRICAL FUNCTION

•

A function of a

..

certain set of l e tters is said to be symmetric with respect to these

.!

letters when every interchange of two of the l e tters will tra..'1sform the

i

function into an identically equal functi on,
equations, symme tric figure s

s ~mmetric

(Symmetric angles, symmetric

polygons); see nouns,

1wo points

are SYMMETRIC with respect to a GIVEN' LINE if the line bisects a t right
angles the line-segment j oining the points ,

The line is the AXIS OF

BYMrlETRY,

SYMMETRY

The correspondence, in size, form, and arrangement, of

parts on opposite sides of a plane, line, or poi nt , each part
on one side having its conterpart (in reverse order) on the other side.
AXIS OF

~MfLETElY.

See S'!Ml<.r·:TRIC •

The gi ven point

with which a fi gure is symmetric. LI NE OF SYI1!METRY Axis of symmetry
(See s~etric).
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SYMPOLAR POLYGON.

See Polygon.
~ee

SYNTHETIC DIVISIOH
SYSTEM

Division.

An organi :'ed or complex whole .

See Logarithms. METRIC SYSTl!l,1

SYST]11~

-

•

OF LOGARITBMS .

See Metric . Sll.ruLTA.l"'illOUS &'YlBIDEM.

A

system in which all the equations can be satisfied by the same value s

of the variables,
SYSTEM OF F..Q,UA'l'IONS

SYEMOLIC STAGE.
S~.NBOL

i

·I

' .,l

'

See :Equations.

See Stage,

01 lNDETE!MINA'riON, Se e Indetermination ,

- - ·· ----
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TAlfGENT.

.

!to a circle a line which has only one point in common

with the cirloe or a secant that meets it in two coincident po1n£s.

The

tangent of an acute angle of a right tirengle is the ratio of the opposite and adjacent sides.
angle.

The constant r : tio 1e the tangent of the

A tancent to two circles is called a

C 01~MON EXTER.~AL

TANGENT

it . 1t does not cut the li·· e of centers, and a COMI!ON It-.11!'ERNAL 'l'ANGENl'

.. is it outs the line of centers.
TANGENT ANGLES.
LINES''

LAW OF T.ANGENTS.

~-

tt..

See Angles; TAHGENT CIRCLES, See Oircles.

See Lines.

TANGN~~

~1. (~tl?l)

""b • -u..., 'h<A ~B)

TANGENT

PLANE TO A CONE, when a plane touches the

conioal surfoce along Single linel

TANGENT

it touches the oylint'er along one line.

P~{E

TO A Cl~I~IDER, when

TANGENT PLANE TO A SPHERE,

when the plane touche s the spherical surface at a single point.

POINT

TANGENCY, that single point at which a line or plane i ntersects the
surface of another figure.
TAPE

•

A long narrow stri p of s teel used by surveyors in measuring

distance s .
TERM.

+

A number expressed who se parts are not separatE-d by the

or - sign.

CONSTANT TERM, as in a quad1·atic equation, the tenn

that does not cont ain the unknown number.

DEGREE OF A TERMf the

number of i t s literal factoBs; that indicated by the sum of

e..

the~x-

ponents of the literal factors.
T.EBMS. DISSIMILAR

T.~ .

'

Terms which are no_t alike.

terms which do not have the same literal factor.

HOMOGENEOUS TERMS,

when all the TER'v;B of an expression are of the same degree.
PROPORTION See Proportion.
common factor.

PARTLY sn.nLAR TERMS

Two

•

TERMS OF A

are terms that have a

NEGATIVE TERMi' a term proceeded by a minus (-) sign.

---
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POSITIVE TERM, one preceeded by a plus (+) sign; the sien may be ex~ress•dd or understood.

SDvfiLAR TE~.

Terms that are
. Also LDfE Terms.
Terms that contain the
~·

.

alike in every r espect except the~r_ ooetticients.
same letters with the same exponents,

uNLIKE TERMS.

Terms which do not

have the same literal factors.
TERMINAL LINE•
TEST.
OF

or an angle is the rotating line in its final posi t ion.

To examine or try by the application ot cortain processes.

~~UALITY.

TEST

See Equality•

TETRAHEDRON

•

A triangular pyramid which has tour triangular feces.

REGULAR TETRAHEDRON·~

A polyhedron having as f aces four identical equilateral

trU.ngles.
THALES OF MILETUS - ( 640 .. 646 B. C. ) He v1as one of the "seven wise men" •
and the founder of the Ionic Sohool.

As a merchant he accumul at ed much

wealth and spent his later years in travel and study.
Egypt he became i nterested in geometry.

While st udying in

Upon his re t urn to Greece he

taught Geometry to his fttende, who made many Contributions to the subjects.

One of the theorems ascribed to him is the congruence of two tri-

angles having a side and t he two adjacent angles equal respectively.
THEODALITE.

An

instrument for me a suring angles in a

horizon~al

plane; also for measuring "angles of elevation" and "angles of depressian".
THEOREM•

A

propos iti o~ ,

or a princi ple, to -be provsd.

THE BI NOMIAL

THEOREM, A formula by which a binomial with any exponent may be expanded
in a aeries.

A THEOREM is the CONVERSE or· another when the assumption

and conclusion of one are r espectigely the conclusion and assumption of
the other.

REli.AINDER THEORM, or fact or theorm when substituting a number
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K tor X in a polynomial involving X, the resulting number is the remainder arising from dividing the polynomial X-K. STURM'S THEOREM,

A rule to determine the number nnd situation of the roal ROOTS OF
any numerical equation.
THEORY OF EQUATIONS

•

That part of mathematics which studies the

relations between the coefficients ot an equation end ita roots,
THEREFORE.

denoted by the symbol

THERMOORAl'ij•

An

.•

'

•

inst1:1urnent whioh tr(lc6s graphs of changing temper-

atures.
THICKNEss'

From top to bottom; ~lao called HEIGHT,

DEPTH

or

ALTITUDE.
THIRD PROPORTDNAL • See Proportional,
'lHIRD POWER • sEe Power •
THIRD DEGREE See Degree.
Tn!E

•

An· expression ot the numier of units or duration; as minutes,

hours, days, etc.
TRAJECTORIES, ORTHOGONAL'

Where two families ot plane curves are

so related that each curve ot one system cuts every curve of the other
system at right angles, each ot these two systems is said to be the orthogonal tragectories ot the other system.
·~~SIT,

An instrument which measures angles; consists essentially

of two graduated Qircles and a telescope which ia so adjusted thet it
can revolve completely in either a hori zontal or vertical plane.
TR.ANSFORvt.

v.

To change the form of, as an algebraic expression
wt~h

Yri thout alteeing the value.

The rearrangement into another tcb:bm

without changing the value.

To solve a literal equation for a specified letter

----- -- ·-------- - - -
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involves TRANSFOffi~NG the equation by applying certain fund~ental
principles.
TRANSPOSE,

To bri ng (any term --of' an equation) from one side over

to_ the other, without destroying the equation.
TRANSPOSITION• Act or stato of: being TRANSPOSED;

..·

TRANmRsE.A.xnu~ 'IDle longer e.xis or ~n ellipae,
'l'H.ANSVE~.

A straight or curved

).i i' e

which int()raeo t e any sys tem

of other lines.

A quadrila teral that hea one pair or opposite sides

TRAPEZOID•
parallel.
~en

THE ALTITUDE OF A TRAPEZoiD• the perpen~ioul.ar distance be•

parallel sides.

THE MEDIAN or a tfapezoid is the line .... segment

connecting the midpoints ot: ita non-parallel sides.

ISOOELES TRAPEZOID

when the non-parallel sides are equal.
.

~

TRAPEZIUM 1 a quadrilateral having no two s ites parallel.
;

TRIANGLE'

A portion of a plane bounded by thr ee straight lines;

the bounding linee are the SIDES, and the points 'vhere the sides meet
are t he SERTICES.

The ALTITUDE of a triangle is the length

perpendicular from any vertex to the opposite side.

1~e

tri angle, one-half the product or its base and altitude.
angle.

See Acute.

sides.

BI~CTAXGUJ.AR

DliliE

uENTROID oF TRI M.ULE'
of a triangle.
ar e equal.
EXCE~~R

AREA of a

ACUT.E t r i-

of a triangle is any one of the t hree

SPHERI CAL TRI ANGI.E

oJte of: two aight angles.

The point of i ntersection ·or the thre e medians

.

EQUIANGULAR 'IRIANGLE .

EQUILATERAL TRI AUGLE

OF THE

ot a

TRIA~GLE ,

1

A triangle all of _whose angles

a triangle all of whose sides are equal.

the poi nt of i ntersec tion of the bisectors of

. .•.

-·------·-- -- -
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. I
~

l
j

of two exterior angles of a triangle and the third interior angle.

.. I

'II

EX'l'ERIOR llNGI...E OF A TRIANGLE is equal to the sum of the two in~erior

angles not adjacent and is cre ater than either of them.

supplement of any interior angle.

GENElli\L TRIANGLE.

sides may be produced indefinitely.

.u.~CENTl!.'R

A triangle whose

OF A TRIANGLE.

The point

of intersection of the bisectors of the angle of a triangle,
·' TRIANGLE,
TRIA~GLE•

A trir;wgle in which two of the sides arc equal.
See Right Triangle,

?v!EDIAN OF A TRI.AIDLE 4

any vertex to the middle point of the opposite side,
See Obtuse.

OPPOSITE SPHERICAL THIAIDLE.

OCENTER OF TRIANGLE.

The

ISOBELES
LEGS OF RIGHT

A line-segment from
OBTUS~ TRI~~GLE.

See Spherical Triangle.

The point of interseQtion of the altitudes of a

triangle.

The PERIMETER of a Triangle is the sum of its sides,

TRIANH.E.

See Right.

are equal.

Vb~TEX

RIGHT

SCALENE TRIANGLE • A triangle in which no sides

SPHERICAL TRIAHGLE • A spherical polygon of three sides,

TRIRECTANGULAR
THE

ORTH-

TRI~~GLE.

OF A TRI~~GLE

A spherical triangle of three right angles.
The vertex opposite to t he base,

opposite to the base is the ANGLE A'r THE VERTEX.

The angle

VERTICES OF A TRIANGLE,

The three points of inters ection of t he sides of the triangle.
TRIANGLES.

CONGRUENI' TRIANGLES,

sotly the same size and shape.

!wo triangles that have ex-

MU"'U.ALLY EQ.UIANGilL.AR TRIANGLES.

trianf:, lea whose correspondlng angles are equal.

Two

MUTUALLY EQ.UILATERAL

TRIANGLES.

Two t;-iangles whose corresponding sid._es are equal.

TRIANGLES.

Two spherical triangl e s, if from the vertices of one as poles

arcs of greot circles are drawn the other is formed.

POLAR

SIMILAR TRIANGLES.

Two triangles m1ich have t heir corresponding and angles equal and cor,,. l

responding sides proportional • .

.'

1

•
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,j
1

TRIANGULAR PYruMID.

See Pyramid.

J

,
j

I

TRIGONOMETRIC. Of or pertaining to trigonometry.

)

I

I
'!

'

;

TRIGONOME'IDIC EQUATIONS.
certain values of the angle.
(~rigonometrio

TRIGONai£TRIC

FUh~TION

• See Function.

pyrandd, trigonometric ratios); see nouns,

'miGOIJCMETRY.
relations

Expressions which are t rue only tor

betwe~n

The branch or mathematics that deals with the
t he sidae and angles or triangles (pJ,.ane

spherical), and the oalculatiohe, eto.,

bas~d

on

t~ •o•,

o~

~

TRIGONOMETRY treats of plane triangles.
TRIHEDRAL
point.

Having, or fonned br three pla.nee m oting in a

TRIHEDRl\L ANGLE.

A polyhedral angle formed by three rays.

A TRIHEDRAL ANGLE WI!h two taco angles equal is ISOCELES.
TRINOMIAL.
by the
.: I

terms.

sign~

Consisting or or pertaining to three terms connected

, the sign

~

TRINOMIAL SQ.UARE'

or both ot these; a polynomial of three
See Square.

PERFECT SQUARE TRINOMIAL .

l

.. i

i

>1i
• 1

l

.i

j
I

., l

The

result obt ained trom squaring binomial •
TRI-RECTAl\'IGULAR TRIANGLE •
TRISECT

See Triangle.

To divide i nto three parts, esp. into three equal parte •

TRUNCATED

I

'·l

•

(Truncated prism,

Having the vertex, ape:x, or end cut ol'f by a plane.
trunca~~d

pyramid); see nouns.
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UNDETERMINED COEFFICIENT '

T~

See Coefficient.

UNIFORM MOTION See Motion •
•
UNIT The concrete measure · by means of which quantity is measured •
•

IMAGINJLRY UNIT•

v':, is indicated by i.

• (Un1 t of measure, unit of sur-

face, unit of volume); see nouns.
UNI<NOWN,

A letter whose value is to beGr, more generally, a literal

number appearing in on equation or inequality (or system of either or both)
whoae value is. not known or assumed to be known) round by means of an equation.
UNKNOWN NUMBER,

See Number.

UNLIKE TERMS,

Sl£e Terms.

UNLIKE SURDS . See Surds •
•
UPPER NAPFE s.

See Nappes.

-- -
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(

VALUE
etc.

The number or amount represented by a figure, quan tity,

The number which is denoted by a l etter is a VALUE of the l et ter.

The ABSOLUTE VALUE or NUMERICAL VALUE of a number is the number of units
in it, regardless of sign of a complex number.

VALUE OF RATION •

See

Ratio.
, VARIABLE

A changing number;

~

number which in a given problem

.. ·or diaouseion, may have different values.

DEPENPl'N'l' VARIABLE.

variable whose value depends upon one or more othor variables.
ENT V1\RIABLE •

A

INDEPEND-

A variable whose value does not depend upoh any other

variable • .
VARIABLE QUANTITY
VARIATION '
A

See Quantity •

•

The act or process of varying,

Ol'

the r esulting state.

VARIATION OF SIGN occurs vlh.e n two successive terms ot a series have

unlike signs.

DIRECT VARIATION•

The t ype of variation that shows that

although the variables in each of the equations charge, the ratio
remains constant.
VARIES.

One variable V.\RIES AS another it, as they vary, their

ratio remains constant.
quotient of

an1y

~ille

One variable VlilliES DIRECTLY as another it the
of the one divided by the coiTeaponding value

ot the other is constant.

une number VARIES I NVERSELY as another

when the product of any value of the one and the . oorresponding value of
the other is con stant.

One number VARIES DIRECTLY as the squar e of

another if the quotient of any value of the one divided by the square
of the corresponding value of the other is constant.
VECTOR,

A straight line segment of definite length, direction and

sense.
VELOCITY•

or

a moving ob j ec t, is the distance passed over in

- -

--

--- -·
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~

'!' ~

',.i

.·

•

the unit of time (e.g. and hour) usually ve locity in a vo.lues

•''

direo-t:;ion as vrell.

..
See checking ; ~1!3o the process of proving that e.

· JERIFYnm.

root satisfies an equation.

VERSED
<'

Turned.
•

VERSED

sum.

WR'l'EX.

See Sine•

The highest point ; o.pex.

1'he poinb of intersection of

two adjacent sides of a polygon or adjacent fnceo of a soli d.
VERTEX OF AliT .JI.NGLE'

VEHTEX OF A COUICAL SURFACE.

See Angle,

See

Conical Surfa.oe . (Ver·bex of a. oone, Vertex of a. Penoil Of Lines,
Ve1•tex of a polyhedro.l ang le, Vertex of a pyro.mid, Ver·bex of a

~pherictl.l

Angle, Vertex of e. triangle), See nouns.
B.~Jng

VERTICAL.

in a position

01~ diroctio~

pe rpendicular to the

plane of the horizon; an uprie;ht position. (Vertical Dihedral Angle,
Vertico.l Axis, Vertical Line), See nouns.
C01~S~CUTIVE VERTICES•

VERTICES •

Tvro vertices which have one

side between them (Vertices of a polyhedron, Vertices of a Spherical
Polygon. Vertices of a Triangl e ), See Nouns.
Vll1CULU11'
VOLUME.

A symbol of a.ggr egntion. -

a long bar.
~

It is t he product of the length, -vridth, and height 1 ·

of any r ectangula r figure.

1'he measure of the· magnitude of a. 3olide

The UNIT OF VOLm.re is the volume of a. cube of vrhich
unit of length.
VOLill,lE OF A SOLID'

See Solid.

··.!

ach edge is the

-- ------ - -
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Are electrical unit of power.

WATT.

WEDGE

A SPiiliRICAL WEJ.JUE

A portion of a sphere bounded by a

1une and two er eat sexnicircle,~4.
VTEIGlfr

The quality of being heavy,

a definite mass.

the force with which bodies t6nd toward the earth's center.

WORK

-·

PROBLE~S

WHOLE NUMBER •

X - AXIS.

.. l

See Problema.
See Number •

The horizontal axis of reference •

The

r~eaaure

of

'~

'
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Y- AXIS

'l'he

ve r tic e~

~Wl'IlEM/.TIC.AL

'l'EBMS .

axis of r ef er ence• or in case of oblique

coordinates , the nxis of reference intersecting the X - Axis nt some
other angle than 90°.

.

. l

ZONE.

That portion of the sur face of a sphere included between

two parallel ple,nes.

The ALTI!17U'EE OF THE ZONE 18 the distance bet,·;een

the parallel plahea.

The BASES of the zone are the cirdles in which

the planes cut the sphere.
ZONE OF ONE BASE.

tangent to the sphere.

A zone m1en one of t he parollel planes is

llS
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